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MUNAWWER SULTANA 
SCOPE, PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY 
The topic under study is one of the burning events that has shook 
the international community. I wish to pursue this work as a contribution 
to the pohtical hterature, that will enlighten the minds of the readers who 
have a similar interest area. 
Scope and Purpose: 
The present study "International Terrorism, Attack on 
America, September 11^ '^  2001, An Annotated Bibliography" deals with 
all the significant literature available in this field. Although the 
Bibliography is selective an attempt has been made to cover all-important 
aspects of the event from September 1 ]"\ 2001 till the compilation of the 
work. 
The purpose of this Bibliography is to high light all the 
events and various aspects of the war. This is an attempt to collect and 
compile all the infomiation related to that current issue and to inform 
about background of the war. 
This Bibliography would be useful to all those who are 
interested to get the infomiation on a general topic to get current 
knowledge. 
The Bibliography is divided into three parts: part 1, deals 
with the description of the work. 
Part II, which is the main part of the present study consist of 
an annotated list of 203 articles on the subject, these entries are not 
comprehensive but are fairly infonnative on the topic. 
Part HI, however deals with the indices. 
(1) 
Methodology: 
The procedure followed in compiling this bibliography is as follows: 
1. The secondary sources were consulted in Maulana Azad Library, 
A.M.U Aligarh to find out the location of the articles. These are as 
follows 
1.1 Index India (Rajasthan University Joi .pur). 
1.2 Indian Press Index (Delhi Library Association>i>ciV>i )-
2. The primary sources were consulted from the following places. 
2.1 Maulana Azad Library, A.M.U Aligarh. 
2.2 Coaching guidance center, A.M.U Aligarh. 
2.3 Seminar Library, Department of Journalism and Mass 
Communication, A.M.U Aligarh. 
2.4 Seminar Library, Department of political science A.M.U Aligarh. 
2.5 Indian National Scientific Documentation Center, INSDOC, Nev\-
Delhi. 
Standard Followed: 
The Indian standards recommended for Bibliographical reference 
(lS:2381-1963)and Classified Catalogue Code (CCC) of Dr. S. R. 
Ranganathan ha'jp^been followed. In some cases where IS does not give 
guidance, I have taken appropriate decision. 
Arrangement: 
The entries are arranged under subject heading which are 
arranged alphabetically, following letter by letter method .The element of 
the author is in capitals followed by the secondary element in parenthesis 
using capitals and small letters and then the title of the articles, sub-title 
(if any) then name of the periodicals being Italic followed by the volume 
(2) 
number, issue number, the year, month, and date given by using inclusive 
notation of the pages of the articles. Each entry is then followed by an 
informative and indicative abstracts of the article. 
Entries of periodicals articles are arranged as follows. 
a) Serial number. 
b) Name of the author/authors. 
c) A full stop. 
d) Title of the contribution including sub-title and 
alternative title (if any). 
e) A full stop (.) 
f) Title of the periodical being Italic. 
g) A full stop (.) 
h) Volume number. 
i) Issue number (within brackets) 
j) Semi colon (;) 
k) Year 
1) Comma (,) 
m) Month 
n) Comma (,) 
o) Date 
p) Semi colon (;) 
q) Inclusive pages of the article 
r) A full stop (.) 
(3) 
SPECIMEN ENTR^ : 
176. _ , _ , _ , INTERNATIONAL LAW 
GREEN VVOOD(Chnstopher). International Law and the War 
Against Terrorism. International affairs. 78(2); 2002; 301-313. 
This article analysis some of the international legal issues 
arising out of the events of 11 September 2001 Those who 
perpetrated the attacks on the world trade center and the Pentagon 
were guiltv of serious offences undei united states law and possibK 
also under international law The fact that their conduct was a 
crime did not, however, preclude its also being a threat to 
international peace and on armed attack The author argues that the 
United States and its allies were entitled to respond to that attack 
and the threat of future attacks by using force against Al-Qaeda and 
that, m the circumstances it was also legitimate to take militan 
action against the Taliban legime in Afghanistan which had 
sheltered Al-Qaeda and peimitted it to conduct opeiations lioin 
Afghan territory The article also examines the application of the 
laws of aimed conflict to the ensuing fighting and the status and 
treatment of those captured and held at Guanlanamo Bay 
EXPLANATION: 
This article is written by Christopher Greenwood having the title 
liiteinational law and the uai against Terioiism published in the 
peiiodical International affaiis volume 78. issue numbei 2 dated 2002 
fiom pages M)\ to 313 Enti\ numbei of the abstract is 176 
(4) 
ABSTRACT: 
The entries in the bibhography contains abstracts gning the 
essential information about the Articles Attempts have been made to 
prepare informative abstract, so that in most of the cases users needs are 
fulfilled with the abstract itself 
SUBJECT HEADING: 
Attempt has been made to give co-extensive subject headings a^  
much as possible, it will facilitate the readers to find out the desired 
article (s) from this bibliography 
INDICES: 
The index part contains the author index, subject index and title 
index, arranged alphabetically The index guides to the specific entiA oi 
entries m the bibliography It is hoped that it will be found useful in the 
consultation of the bibliography 
(5) 
PART-I 
INTRODUCTION 
V 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1 BRIEF HISTORY OF AFGHANISTAN 
1.1 Taliban 
The Tabliban (''students'" m Pashto) first emerged as a force 
m 1993 out of the rehgious schools ("madrassas") in Pakistan At these 
inadiassas many thousands of Afghan students were indoctrinated into a 
fundamentalist interpretation of Islam They were also given militai\ 
tiaming and armed by Pakistan's intelligence agency with support from 
the CIA and funding from Saudi Arabia Since sweeping to powei m 
1996. the Taliban, with an estimated 50,000 troops, retain control of moie 
than 90% of Afghanistan The Taliban has brought a measure of stabilit\ 
to a country devastated by two decades of war, internal conflict, 
coiiuption and chaos At the same time the regime strictN' enfoiccs a 
iianow interpretation of Shan's law that forbids women from woiking. 
lepresses minorities, condemns television, film, singing and dancing, and 
imposes capital punishment for a wide aiTay of crimes Aftei Saudi 
Arabia and the UAE broke off diplomatic relations in September 2001 
onl\ Pakistan recognizes the Taliban as the lawful government ol 
Afghanistan The rest of the world, including the UN, recognizes the 
formei Rabbani government 
I 2 Before fhe Taliban 
Afghanistan, a country devastated by war and perverted b\ 
the missionaries of a grim Utopia, yet this was once a beautiful land 
wheie normal people lived normal lives There was dancing at wedding 
(6) 
and middle class women regarded themselves as relatively emancipated 
In the great game of the nineteenth century Britain and Russia waged a 
pio\> was in Afghanistan for that most enticing price India When soviet 
troops maiched into Kabul m the winter of 1979 and triggered a similai 
conflict with Its American super power rival Afghanistan became the 
theatre of war for its own sake Guns and Afghanistan had been 
msepaiable since 1979 However, it has been a state of permanent wai 
Wlien m 1996 the Taliban government came in power and the Taliban 
noops who brutalized foimci picsident Na)ibullah and his brotliei aiul 
women trapped in fabric dungeons, peermg from behmd naiiow bais 
1 3 During the Taliban 
In 1995 the Taliban entered into the picture, formed b\ a 
\illage priest turned mujahideen Mullah Mohammad Omar with a view to 
iid the Afghanistan of tyranny and village of the feeding war loids the 
Taliban soon degenerated into an instrument of terror Driven by a 
fanatical desiie to impose a puiitamcal veision of Islam, oi a sort of 
mediaeval Utopia They dismissed women from jobs, mode them 
prisoners of Burqa forced men to grow beard and amputation, stoning and 
public execution became their way to dispense punishment for an> act of 
omission and commission as the part of the people During the six yeais 
of their deposite regime they turned Afghanistan as it were into a Mecca 
of barbarism and Osama Bin Laden the CEO of the terrorism Inc, has 
been their most trustworthy friend Philosopher and guide m their ruthless 
act Duiing the five year of lule the Taliban were not able to control all of 
Afghanistan Their social and cultural policies were against the Afghan 
people They were suppressing rights of Afghan women 
(7) 
1 4 Alter the Taliban 
After the war when northern alhance got victory and enteted 
into Kabul then Tahban left Afghanistan and now there is a Interim 
government Hamid Karzai is the president 
1 5 Northern Alliance 
After getting power by Tahban in 1995 some people who 
wcie not icady to accept their power went to the other side the\ weie 
called Northern Alliance It controlled 5% of the country They weie also 
called anti-Taliban Guerrillas They were led by Masood Ahmad Shah 
1 6 A Brief History of American Intervention 
I. N'ietnam, Operation Carolina Moon 
The most dangerous mission ever undertaken by transport 
ciews in any wai US An Force and Navy planes had been bombing 
selected targets in North Vietnam for almost six months by 1965 
II. Iran, April - Operation Eagle Claw 
The failed mission to lescue hostages held by Iran Often 
ciiticized as the worst mission, it was aborted when three of eight Naw 
helicopters experienced system failures (1980) 
III. Granada, Operation Urgent Fury 
President Reagan ordered US Marines, Army Rangeis. Na\> 
Special warfare teams and other military forces to invade Granada, citing 
a takeover of the tmy Caribbean Island by, "a brutal group of Leftist 
thugs'' (1983) 
I\'. Bolivia, Operation Blast Furnace 
Beginning July 1986, US troops provided logistic support to 
the Bolivant National Police's find and destroy operations, against cocoa-
(8) 
piocessmg facilities in Chapare, Beni and Santa Cruz, said to be the basis 
Ibi a Tom Clancy novel and the film, 'Clear And Present Danger' Si\ 
US Blackhawk helicopters and 160 US support personnel participated 
(1986) 
\ . Persian Gulf, Operations Prime Chance and Earnest Will 
Operations Prime Chance and Earnest Will were initiated in 
the late 1980's to provide protection to civilian and military \essels 
liansiting the Persian Gulf Operation Prime Chance resulted m tlie 
succe^sful night combat engagement that neutralized an enem> thieai 
while using aviator night vision goggles and fonvard locking mfiaied 
devices (1987-89) 
\'I. Honduras Borders, Operation Golden Pheasant 
In 1988, when the bordeis of Honduras vveie threatened the 
XVllI Airborne Corps launched the operation to counter Nicaraguan 
incursions (1988) 
\'II. Panama, Operation Just Cause 
The invasion of Panama, known as Operation just cause was 
an unusualh' delicate, violent and complex operation Its key obiectives 
weie the capture of Manuel Noriega and the establishment of a 
democratic government (1989) 
VIII. Persian Gulf Operation Desert Storm/Shield 
Iraq invaded Kuwait a few hours before dawn on August 2. 
1990, overrunning the Kuwaiti defence forces and massing troops along 
the Saudi Arabian border While the Saudi forces established a thin 
defensive cordon along the border, the US deployed air and ground forces 
to the Arabian Peninsular to deter further Iraqi aggression The United 
(9) 
States Central Command had military responsibility foi this area and 
piepaied to reinforce Saudi Arabian forces Its special operations 
component, special operations command central conducted combat search 
and rescue operations and other assigned missions Famous for CNN 
coverage and the deployment of Scud missiles (1991) 
IX. Sierra Leone, Operation Silver Anvil 
Followed a coup that overthrew the president of Siena 
Leone, an US European Command Joint Special Operations Task Foice 
exacuated 438 people (1991) 
X. S. America, Operation Laser Strike 
Targeted at narcotics again The Colombian Aini\ and 
National Police began aggressive operations in the cocoa and opium-
-growing regions In Peru, the US Marines supported the countei diug 
operations of US Southern Command with a ground mobile radar and 
communications team from September 1996 through June 1997 (1996 
onwards) 
2 TERRORISM 
Terrorism is that which disturbs the peace of the place, 
terrorism has its mam root with the ends of tolerance It has diffeieiu 
branches in e\er>' country and state Terionsm is a phenomenon that 
effect many problem in the world Terrorism targeting innocent victims in 
order to influence some other group The purpose of terrorism is to create 
terrors terrorist produce, teiTor extreme fear among their opponents-
(10) 
2 1 Definition of terrorism according4"Noam Chomsky" 
"Ca/cii/aled use of violence typically a<^ainsl civilians foi-
the purpose of intimidation and coercian to altain political, rcli<^ious 
ideoUn^ical or other ends ". 
2.2 ' Terrorism is a Psychic Social and Cultural earth quake" 
2 3 According to "Thornton" 
"Terrorism is symbolic act intended to influence political 
behaviour of a country by extra normal means enlailin^; the use of threat 
of violence" 
2 4 According to "Benjamin Neteryahu" 
"Terrorism is the deliberate and systematic murder, 
maimiiUfl and menacing of the innocent to inspire fear for political ends" 
This IS the method of tlieon' where by an organized group 
are party seeks to achieve its avowed aims chiefly through the systematic 
use of violence. Terrorism has become wide spread in the world at 
different places. It does not operate in any single form or for any single 
cause It is often impossible to identif)' the people and organization 
iiuohed in terrorism actnities. no less difficult is the process of 
distinguishing a terrorist group from a group of people fighting for then-
genuine natural rights, and it could also be seen that in many of the cases 
terrorist acts are the last resort of disperate people unable to redress then-
grievances through any other means. Thus terrorism is the systematic use 
of violence to achieve political, social or economic ends. 
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 
The anti terrorist international military campaign led b\ 
United States of America in Afghanistan had completely changed the 
( 1 1 ) 
conspectus of terrorism Theie are larger issues associated with the 
phenomenon of terrorism infact teiTorism had been a growing 
phenomenon with larger implications for mternational peace and security 
United States of America initiated against Osama Bin Laden and his 
international network of Al-Qaeda, was the first of its fond dealing with 
the menace of international terrorism International terrorism is the 
gieatest thieat feed by the United States of America 
>^ I BackgiT/und Behind the Attack 
A group of 19 men spend months in the United States 
preparing for the hijackings Hescell had earlier been head quartered in 
Hamburg. Germany, where its alleged ringleader, an Egyptian named 
Mohamed Atta, 33, had lived off and on for eight years Atta is thought to 
have piloted Flight 11, the first to make impact two of the other suspected 
pilots, Manvan Al-Shehhi and Ziad Sainir Jarrah, were also residents of 
the Hamburg region The Hamburg cell, m turn, is thought to have been 
an opeiating unit of a worldwide network of terrorists called Al-Qaeda. 
ihe name of whose reclusne leadei is now known all over the woild 
Osama Bin Laden 
3 2 September 11"', 2001 Attack on World Trade Centre 
September II \ 2001 making sense of the attack close to 
7.000 dead nearly all them missing The world's sole superpowei struck 
at the heart of its economic life and defence systems, something that no 
state at war with the United States had previously managed to achieve A 
whole new scale of destruction marking to advent of''Hyper ten'onsms" 
suspects linked to obscure transnational network believed to centei 
aiound a billionaire warlord hidden in a country that could not be moie 
(12) 
different from United States America The September l l ' \ attacks weie 
unthinkable For this very reason, the Shockwaves that ensued had been 
unprecedented The attacks were clearly a trauma for Americans, as well 
as for many people mostly living in developed countries 
4 DESCRIPTION OF ATTACK 
The twin towers were attacked from two different directions 
by Jumbo Jets at 8 45AM An American Airlines Boeing 767, hijacked en 
route from Boston, crashed into the top of the North Tower, 9 03 AM the 
South Tower collapsed pilling and injuring the thousands of people and 
sending a plume of smoke billowing tlirough the implodes, causing even 
more devastation and blanketing down town Manhattan in ash and debris 
5 PRESIDENT G.W. BUSH ADDRESSED THE NATION ON 
SEPTEMBER 11"^ ^ 2001 
He said that their fellow citizens and way of life and freedom 
came under attack in a serious of deliberate and deadly terrorists acts The 
victims were in the airplanes or in their offices, secretaries, businessmen 
and women military and federal workers, thousands of lives were 
suddenly ended by evil despicable acts of terror Terrorist's attacks could 
shake the foundations of their biggest building but they could not touch 
the foundations of America America was targeted for attack because they 
were the brightiest bacon for freedom and opportunity in the world The 
search was under way for those evils acts After that president of the 
United States member of congress and other people of all faiths gatter at 
the national Catheredral, Washington, DC on September 14"' to observe 
a national day of prayer and remembrance, actually it was viciousl> 
attacked in an unprovoked act of war more then 51000 innocent men. 
(13) 
men, women and children of every race, religious and ethnicity are lost 
Among these were people from 80 different nations, to then 
representative This was the deadtiest terrorist attack in history It claimed 
more liven than pearl HarbooaDr deathday This was not just an attack on 
the City of NewYork or on the United State of America It was an attack 
on the eveiy lucd of a free, inclusive and Civil Society Too many Islamic 
spccia lists were suggesting that this was a clash between civilizations 
and It was handling victory to the terrorists To Osama Bin Laden who in 
1998 declared that his struggle against mfidel Crusaders of the middle 
ages nothing sounds sweetier than president G W Bush using the words 
IS crusade to describe America's intentions It confirms in his own eyes 
and those of his follows Bin Laden's sense of himself on a modem da\ 
Saladm the Sultan of Egypt and Syria who captured Jerusalem and 
defended it during the third crusade 
After this the United State's president Mr George W Bush 
condemned terrorists attacks in NewYork and Washington as "Act of 
War" and decided to ask congress for money to help m the recovery and 
to protect United States of America's security The security of United 
States general Colin Powell promised the United States to respond of that 
act of war 
6. SUSPICION ON OSAMA CONFIRMED 
The world community at large was busy debating the 
possible connection of Osama Bin Laden to the "Black Tuesday" He was 
one of the CIA's most wanted men and a hero to may young people in the 
Arab world Later on he was wanted by the United States in relation to 
the attack on United States of America Osama Bin Laden undoubtedly 
(14) 
was the architect of International terrorism Osama Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda 
network was estimated to have anywhere from several hundreds of people 
to several thousands of members and his Al-Qaeda was established by 
him in 1980's, aimed at establishing a panaislamic Caliphate throughout 
the world by working with Islamic extremist groups, having world wide 
access, financed by approximately $30 million that Bin Laden had got 
ftom his family 
Actually he belongs to a wealthy Saudi Arabian family and 
became the most wanted man in the world by his Al-Qaeda network now 
m spread out 50 countries 
6.1 Al-Qaeda 
About the global terrorist network that goes by the name of 
Al-Qaeda but an awflil lot that is still hunch Al-Qaeda's structure reveals 
that It IS more global in its range, and more ruthless in its ideology, than 
all but its most dedicated students could have ever imagined 
Al-Qaeda had its origins m the long was against the Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan After Soviet troops invaded the countr> in 
1979, Muslims flocked to join the local mujahedin in fighting them In 
Peshawar, Pakistan, which acted as the effective headquarters of the 
resistance, a group whose spiritual leader was a Palestinian academic 
called Abdallah Azzam established a service organization to provide 
logistics and religious instruction to the fighters The operation came to 
be known as Al-Qaeda Al-Sulbah the "Solid Base " Much of its financing 
came from Bin Laden, an acolyte of Azzam's who was one of the many 
heirs to a huge Saudi fortune derived from a family construction business 
Also in Peshawar was Ayman Al-Zawahiri, an Egyptian doctor who had 
(15) 
been a constant figure in the bewildering mosaic of radical Islamic gioiips 
since the late 1970s Al-Zawahiri, who acted primarily as a physician in 
Peshawar, led a group usually called Al-Jihad, by 1998, his organization 
was effectively merged into Al-Qaeda 
7. DECLARATION OF WAR AND BATTLE PLAN 
A week after the dastaidiy teironst strikes tabloids m 
NewYoik taking a cue fiom United States ptesident Geoige W Bush\ 
quip about warning Osama Bin Laden "dead or alive" ran mock wanted 
poster of America's number one fugitive on their front pages President 
George Bush made United States America resolve clear in his declaration 
to the joint session of the United States congress on September 20'^  He 
announced the beginning of a "War on ten'or" and demanded that the 
Taliban turn over Osama Bin Laden and ten-orists of the Al-Qaeda gioup 
In the impadmg war against Afghanistan the United States was likeK to 
seek the destruction of the Taliban's military foices the dismantling of the 
ladical regime and possible installation of a new multi-ethmc political 
structure acceptable to the majority m Afghanistan 
8. ATTACK ON AFGHANISTAN 
United States of America's first war of the 21'^ Centuiy 
began on October 7'\ 2001 after a comparatively long period of eerie lull 
during which United States of America and Britain mobilized their forces 
on land and sea and exhausted all means to get Osama Bin Laden the 
kingpin of the ten'orist blitzkrieg on the United States on September 11"\ 
2001 The first of the attack came by way of cruise missiles from ships 
and submarines followed by attacks by F-I6s and other jets of the caiiieis 
and foiwaid bones of the United States The targets included air defence 
(16) 

and command centers, communications system, electrical giids dn> 
facility that could be used in a hostile fashions by the Taliban moie than 
15 land based bombers including the stealth B-25 out of Missouri and 25 
sti ikes jets from the carrier battle groups, joined in the strikes British and 
American surface ships and submarines uncaused 50 cruise missiles The 
attackmg forces used both precision guided weapons and used both not 
precision bombs raids in Kabul on the night working for a United Nation 
affiliated mine clearing the air campaign 
9. WAR IN THE MOUNTAINS 
9.1 Herat 
Head quarter of the Taliban's 4"^  Army corps, herat also had 
a key airfield Fuel storage facility at airport was hit on October ?"' bombs 
and missiles hard blasted military sites on the edge of the City Airport 
was later the target of continuous nightmare raids by the United States 
pi ess 
9.2 Kandhar 
New on airfield, military base and suspected militia and Al-
Qaeda training camps United States forces hit airport and radar station, 
night time attack left the city in darkness since October 14"^  
9.3 Kabul 
Thirty miles north of city, Taliban and opposition forces face 
off United States forces pound Taliban position outside Kabul Twenty-
two Harkat-Ul Mujahideen killed an airplanes drop bombs in Kabul 
Some cruise missiles were used from the beginning of the military 
campaign 
(17 ) 
10. LAND OPERATION 
United States planes took to the skies for the fourthday in a 
low not only revisiting targets struck before in Afghanistan United States 
earned out day hght raids with one of the focal points being the Southern 
city of Kandhar where the airport once again came under attack The 
Pentagon was reviewed the damage caused through satellite images 
United States and Britain were getting ready for a different phase of 
operation involving special prices 
10 1 Operation Anaconda 
On March 1 United states of America troops launched 
operation Anaconda against suspected Al-Qaeda and the Taliban forces m 
the Shah-1 Kot Valley m the Southeastern Paktia province The operation 
which had been planned on a three day mission to capture some 200 -
300 Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighters and secure the valley developed into a 
17 day conflict which saw the bloodiest fighting since the arrival of US 
troops in October 2001 
11. CONDITION IN TORA BORA 
Osama Bin Laden during the war could not stay in Tora Bora 
for a long time His Al-Qaeda forces had been virtually wiped out in Tora 
Bora 200 the fighters of Osama were killed 25 were prisioned but he was 
not caught because after the war Osama had left Afghanistan with his 
family no one knew where he had gone He had been lived in the fort of 
Tora Bora for sometimes 
12. BREAK OF WAR DURING RAMZAN 
During Ramzan the war was broken General Pervez 
Musharraf, President of Pakistan had told that the war should not be 
(18) 
continued till the beginning of Ramzan it would have a negative effect ni 
the Muslim world. It should not have any effect on the campaign as such 
but it may have some effects in the Muslim world. 
13. ALLIANCE IN KABUL 
Capping a series of stunning victories Northern Alliance 
fighter entered into Kabul after the Taliban troops stipped away the under 
cover to darkness abandoning the capital without a fight. Heavily armed 
alliance troops took over militia bases roamed the city, huntmg Taliban 
strugglers and their Arab, Pakistan and Chechen allies from Osama Bin 
Laden Al-Qaeda movement. "Down with the Taliban" and "Welcome the 
Northern Alliance" shouted a few Kabul residents as they realized that 
the Taliban had pulled out the city. Kandhar, the birth place of the 
movement where 200 guerrillas had mutinied against the Taliban m 
Kandhar and that there was fierce fighting around the airport outside the 
city. 
14. ROLE OF AL-JAZEERA IN WAR 
Al-Jazeera "The Peninsula" in Arabic had revolutionized the 
media scene in the Gulf with its radical reportage, including interviews 
with Israeli leaders, leading many to accuse it of allying with United 
States. The Al-Jazeera TV footage was not just rhetoric for one, 50 years 
old Ayman at Zawahir suspect is the "Brain behind Bin Laden's preceded 
the Al-Qaeda's Chief Speech. 
15. COUNTRIES INVOLVED IN THE WAR 
This was assumed that it was a imaginary third world war 
because there were two sides one of America including Britain, Russia, 
(19) 
slightly India because of Anti Teironsm act (POTO) On the othei hand 
there were Northern Alliance Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq 
Pakistan had played a key role in Afghanistan, supporting 
the Mujahideen resistance to the Soviet occupation and later aiding the 
Taliban's rise to power The Pakistani intelligence agency had served as 
the mam Imk between the Mujahideen and Taliban on the one hand and 
toieign supporters on the othei, moving Ameiican weapons and Saudi 
money into Afghanistan, and also facilitating the opium trade The tubal 
aieas in Pakistan's autonomous northwest share a common histoi>, 
boidei, religion and culture with counterparts m Afghanistan Man\ 
Pakistanis also share the Taliban's interpretation of Islam, having studied 
m the same madiassas undei the same teachers and clerics An estimated 
200,000 students currently attend these religious schools Pakistan, an 
extremely poor country with declinmg living standards, is also involved 
in a tense standoff with India over Kashmir Both countries have nucleai 
weapons The current crisis place Pakistani President Musharraf in a 
delicate position, caught between US demands to support military action 
against Afghanistan and the real threat of civil conflict from important 
sectors of Pakistani society allied with or sympathetic to the Taliban In 
exchange foi Musharraf s reluctant cooperation, the United States had 
agieed to forgive Pakistan's debt and lift sanctions imposed for Pakistan's 
illegal nuclear tests However, a United States attack against Afghanistan 
from Pakistani territory will further destabilize this volatile situation 
Pakistan because of economic assistance received from United States of 
America helped United States of America although it produced the 
condition of cold wai in the country 
(20) 
16. SEARCH FOR OSAMA BIN LADEN 
Osama Bin Laden network of influence reaches acioss five 
continents, creating a complex tangle of men, money and murder 
16.1 France 
Eight people vveie still in custody s part of the socalled 
Beghal fust picked up m Duba, had said that he had received his oideis 
fiom Osama Bin Laden lieutenant Abu Zubaydah Beghal desciibed a 
plan to blow up the United States embassy in Pans An earliei plot, 
uncoNcied last December taigeted stiasbauig cathedial 
16.2 Germany 
Alleged terrorist cells have been busted m Munich Hambuig 
and Fiankfuit officials are most interested in the Hamburg operation 
Which included hijackeis Mohammed Atta and Morwanal Shehhi Three 
otheis thought to have helped in the planning of the September 11^ ^ 
attacks aie the subject of International an est waiTants 
16.3 Bosnia 
NATO said it had disiubbed a terror cell The alleged iing 
leadei is linked to Al-Qaeda 
16.4 Somalia 
In act 1993 United of States Ameiica service men weie 
killed m Modadisher by Somalis who opposed United Nation intervention 
Bin Laden claimed that they were assisted by Al-Qaeda 
17. SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE WAR 
17.1 Wave of Attack 
The i't?ick came almost piecisely 24 liouis after the opening 
of the coincntional militaiy campaign aimed at militaiy targets and 
( 2 1 ) 
Osama Bin Laden terrorists training camps The Taliban was firing 
sill face-to-surface missiles piesumably tovvaids opposition foices about 
20 km north of the city There was a fact 37,000 kits were air dropped foi 
the people of Afghanistan and that was an important part of a war 
underway More than 15 land based bomber including the stealth B-25 
out of Missouri and 25 strike jets from the carrier battle group joined m 
the strikes some of the pentagons focus had been on the conventional 
bombmg ran which had apparently been carried out by the heavy B-52 
the work house of the United States air force The planes which had been 
actions for the last 40 years are said to have dropped several 500 pound 
gravity bombs on the Al-Qaeda terrorist training camps in eastern 
Afghanistan 
17.2 UseofWebin War 
The battle against terrorism seemed to have moved to 
cyberspace There was a strong possibility that Osama Bin Laden 
exploited hi-technology graphic tools and the Internet to send coded 
messages to his cells that were virtually unrekable suspected ten ousts 
weie captured by the French police before the^ could execute a plan to 
send a suicide bomber into the American embassy in Pans Their leadei 
revealed that they received all their order through pictures posted on the 
Internet Web analysis believed that technology being used by the Osama 
groups was to conceal messages in photographs or music file using a 
method called stengonography greek for covered writing The techniques 
can be traced back to ancient Greece where military messages weie 
coaded with wax to look like blanks The receiver scrapped off the wax to 
(22) 
read the messages. The Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan were using that 
technology. 
17.3 Nuclear Terrorisms 
The threat of a nuclear attack by the terrorists something that 
was unthinkable suddenly seemed less remote when the Al-Qaeda 
documents and manual were found when the opposition forces to Taliban 
that Northern Alliance moved into the city of Kabul, they found manuals 
and documents containing research into nuclear weapon material 
including U-235 and introduction on how to hijack and blow up planes, 
train and ships etc. There were other people that revealed terrorist's plots 
and plans to construct nuclear weapons. All the points towards a potential 
nuclear threat from terrorists targeting nuclear facilities or using 
radioactive sources to invite peace. 
17.4 Biological War (Bio-Terrorism) 
After September l l" \ 2001 with the detection of Anthrax 
attack in Urban America through postal mail another form of terrorism 
became a reality. These microorganisms once unleashed can easily inject 
and destroy humans, animals and crops. Though countries have resorted 
to bio-terrorism in history, the detection of anthrax bacteria m most of the 
mails in Urban America had given goose bunds to many. It is suspected 
to be other the work of Al-Qaeda or on anti-America organized states like 
Iraq. 
17.5 Pearl HarboM>1941, December 7"^  
September 11 '^' attack was compared with the event of Pearl 
Harboa^when America's Ireland was attacked and there was inass 
destruction just like this Afghanistan is so little country couraged to 
(23) 
attack United States America's backbone and there was also mass 
destruction. Basically Pearl HarbocnJVvas on attack by a military force 
against a military base to avenge its civilian death in NewYork and 
Washington. America may up chasing shadow. 
Besides this, it was compared to Jihad but it was not Jihad 
because it was not fight against any evil but the fight for the destruction 
of economy of each other. 
18. IMPACT OF SEPTEMBER 11^ **, 2001 ATTACK ON 
WORLD 
The impact of the September 11 '^\ 2001 attack on the World 
Trade Centre had generated a consensus that the attack would have an 
impact on financial markets foreign exchange markets, commodity 
markets and many other macro-economic variables, and the antiwar 
domenstrators shouted that the United States bombing on Afghanistan 
was a barbaric assault on defenseless civilians. 
19. MODERN AND ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION OF 
AFGHANISTAN 
It was felt that such a arrangement had to be in place before 
the donor to Afghanistan could commit funds for the country's 
reconstruction. 
The Islamabad meeting brought together not only the 
government willing and eager to help but also the international financial 
institutions who were to play important role in the development and 
overseeing the implementation of the programme aimed at the economic 
reconstruction of Afghanistan's large sums of money were talked about. 
There was an assumption that the faction leaders of Afghanistan will be 
(24) 
tempted to work together if they are in sight of the bilhons of dollais 
worth of assistance being promised It was thought about broad based 
economic social and pohtical development for that purpose a great deal of 
money was mobilized of dollar 50 billion directed at addressing the 
problem of global poverty International Community before to think about 
the task of reconstruction 
19.1. Bonn Summit 
Afghanistan after the ouster of the Taliban regime was the 
process of the formation of a neutral Prodemocratic government undei 
the auspices of the UN, and this process began at Bonn in Germany even 
before the Taliban government had surrendered The desire of the Afghan 
representation to portray as one nation one culture was quite obvious at 
Bonn The voice of Sayed Hamid Karzai, Pashtun leader from south 
Afghanistan floated across the plenary hall There were 38 delegates 
representing four anti-Taliban groups trying to hammer out on agreement 
There were three UN proposals on the issue of the stationing offerees in 
Afghanistan Four rival Afghan groups signed a power shaiing 
agieement 
20. AL-QAEDA REGROUPING 
The regrouping of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighter in South 
and east Afghanistan close to the border with Pakistan was causing 
concern in India and other neighbouring countries For this land was 
allocated foreign technicians and experts would be engaged m 
leconstiuction activities this exposing them to threats fiom the remnants 
of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda Thus the Al-Qaeda established m 1987 - 88 
- 2001 had became international 
(25) 
CONCLUSION 
After the study of the event it can be said that the attack on 
World Trade Centre is an attack on humanity. This is not the way to take 
revenge from a superpower country or terrorist country according to 
Osama Bin Laden. It was not attack on backbone of America but also the 
mass destruction of a civilization. A number of innocent people had 
became the victims of death and in response the attack of United States of 
America on Afghanistan took a lot of lives. America called Osama Bin 
Laden tenorist and tried to arrest him but remained incapable in doing so 
being a superpower too Both have done the act of terrorism the 
consequences of their war the Afghanistan had become free country from 
the government of the Taliban and there is a government of Hamid Karzai 
many political activities have taken place there 
But there is a need for the dedication to remove this cancer 
of terrorism that is destroying the civilization and the world Actually this 
unscrupulous terrorist action, that goes as far as shedding the blood of 
thousands of innocent people, and setting apocalyptic fire to memones 
and cultures, and all this in an attempt to destroy that which is beautiful 
and alive m human cross Thus hijacking planes, terrorism innocent 
people and shedding blood Constitute a form of injustice that cannot be 
tolerated by anyone, which views everyone as gross crimes and sinful 
acts and there is no doubt that it cannot be left unpunished 
IMPORTANT DATES OF EVENTS 
1 September 11"' Attack on World Trade Centre 
2 October?" The United States launches air strikes in 
Afghanistan 
(26) 
3 October lO"^  Northern Alliance puts the Tahban undei 
pressure by launching ground assauUs on Badghis 
4 October 27"' United States jets bombard the Taliban fionthne 
north of Kabul as well as position defending the approach to 
Mazar-e-sharif in northern Afghanistan 
5 October 31"* United States forces mount fierce raids on the 
Taliban's headquarters m Kandhar and northern Alliance while B-
52 bomber take part m some of the heaviest raids yet on the 
positions 50 kilometres north of Kabul 
6 November 12"' The Taliban troops abondon Kabul 
7 November 13"' Northern Alliance entered into the Kabul 
8 November 17"' Farmer Afghan president and leader of the 
Northern Alliance Burhanuddin Rabbani ariives Kabul for the first 
time since he was driven from powei by the Taliban m 1996, 
declaring himself as the legitimate head of state 
9 December 6 The Taliban troop's surrender Kandhai, then 
lent stiong hold 
(27) 
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PART-II 
ANNOTATED 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM, ABDUL HAQ, 
MEDIATOR 
MCCARTHY (Terry). Last Man Standing. TimeASS (15) ; 
2001,Oct.,15;29. 
Abdul Haq, a natural leader of men The former mujahidin 
commander is known throughout Afghanistan for his daring sortie 
in 1986 to outskirts of Kabul Now Haq, 43 had returned on an 
even more difficult mission to overthrow the ruling Taliban As 
Afghans and Americans seek on alternative for the fanatical 
regime, Haq is emerging on a powerful mediator among local 
Afghan commanders and the tribal leader who are considering 
switching loyalties Unlike the leaders of the Northern Alliance, 
Haq has respects from many pashtun tribes for his anti Soviets 
exploits after the September 11 attacks, Haq decided to return from 
his second home in Dubai to make one more push for peace in his 
country 
_ , AMERICA, ANTI TERRORIST, MILITARY 
COMPAIGN 
RIYAZ PUNJABI. Perspectives on International Terrorism-1. 
Journal of peace studies. 8(5); 2001, Sept-Oct; 3-8. 
The anti-terrorist international military campaign led by US 
in Afghanistan had completely changed the conspectus of 
ten-orism The immediate consequences of this international 
response, perse, was the recognition of teirorism as a crime against 
international community irrespective of its origin and scope of 
opeiations US was carrying on the militaiy strikes in Afghanistan 
(29) 
as an international coalition partner against terrorism and not as an 
individual state. In fact terrorism had been a growing phenomenon 
with larger implications for international peace and security US 
initiative against Osama Bin Laden and his international network 
of Al-Qaeda was the first of its kind dealing with the menace of 
international terrorism. The September 11, 2001 carnage implored 
the international community to rise above the narrow confines of 
national self interest v/hile dealing at least with the horrendous 
crime of terrorism. 
_ , _ , ATTACK, AFGHANISTAN 
MURLIDHRAN (SuKumar). War on afghanistan. Front-line. 
18(21); 2001, Oct., 26; 4-10. 
The world had seen those images before with a mixture of 
despair and dread a clear night sky scarred by the tracks of lethal 
projectiles streaking towards undefended targets. Reorganizing the 
moral indefensibility of attacking a country already suffering a 
humanitarian crisis of immense dimensions aircrafts of the united 
states were between dropping deadly payloads of explosives on 
Afghanistan. The official perspective on the raids on Afghanistan 
initially directed against Osama Bin Laden, his Al-Qaeda network 
and the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. The Taliban claimed that il 
had shot down an enemy aircraft but the US defence department 
denied that any of the 15 bomber and 25 strike aircraft used in the 
operations had suffered. 
(30) 
BRIGHT (P S). America Attacks Afghanistan: War Against 
Global Terrorism. Competition Refresher. 19(11); 2001, Nov.; 
13-14. 
Terrorists attack on New York's World Trade Center and the 
Pentagon in Washington were, indeed a humbling experience for 
the world's sole super power. The terrorists dashed two planes 
against World Trade Centre within an hour and the twin towers 
symbol of American's commerce came crumbling down. In 
Washington, the hub of America's defence established, the 
Pentagon, was similarly attacked and a third plane crashed in 
Pittsburg. It was the first attack on mainland America since the 
country was born more than two centuries ago. When the US attack 
of Afghanistan started on October 7, thunderous explosions and the 
rattle of anti-aircraft guns were heard in the Afghan capital, Kabul. 
The United states had launched a new kind of war in the skies over 
Afghanistan. 
_ , _ , _ , ANTI-JIHAD, POLICIES, PAKISTAN 
REDDY (B. Muralidharn). Anti Jihad Voices. Front-line, 19 
(1); 2002, Jan.,18; 14-15. 
September 11 attack in the United states which forced 
Pakistan to abandon the Taliban militia, no other event had 
triggered such a passionate debate in Pakistan. The debate 
involving some of the leading lights of Pakistan society, had posed 
some fundamental questions about the foreign and defence policies 
persued by successive governments in Islamabad. The intensity of 
the criticism of the government in encouraging the .lehadi cuUure, 
(31) 
particularly in the last two decades, might not need an_\' proof to 
substantiate its point, the debate of the lutility of Jihad a^  an 
instrument of foreign policy existed even before September 11. But 
after September 11 the turn around on the Taliban it was Ibr 
Pakistan to have realized that the era of Jihad by outsiders was 
over. 
_ , _ , _ , CONDEMNATION 
CHANDRA MUZAFFA. The Tyranny of Terror. lOS Bulletin: 
Human rights today. 3(4); 2001, Oct,. Dec; 10. 
The hardrendous carnage that occurred in New York and 
Washington DC in the morning of 11 September 2001. the terrorist 
attack upon the World Trade Center and the Pantagon were an 
utterly reprehensible act. What made it even more abhonrnt was the 
massacre of innocent civilians a dastardly deed condemned in all 
religious. Condemning terrorism alone was not enough. As it had 
been recognized the international community must Join forces to 
combat terrorism together. America's hegemonic control was one 
of the root causes of global injustice. Terrorism would not find 
succour among the people. Bush had embraced that truth, the 
tyranny of terror and the ugliness of violence would be vanquished. 
RUSTAMJI (K F). Either you are with us, or with the 
terrorists "Bush". Nation and the world. 10 (240); 2001, Nov., 1; 
12-13. 
The attack on the World Trade Center on September 11. was 
a child burnt of orange flame, it was the debris descending like 
rain. The damage to Pentagon, and the remains ol~ the fourth 
(32) 
aircraft, in which the Passengers and crew made a biave attempt to 
overpower the hijackers and brought the plane crashing down It 
was an unprecedented event which would be searching foi 
solutions, president Bush said that then war on tenor began with 
Al-Qaeda and it will not end until every terrorist group of the 
global war access, had been found, stopped and defeated And he 
showed special concern for all Muslims and said his countr>'s fight 
would not be with Islam but vv^ ould be only with terrorist It was 
not fight of America it was world's fight, civilization fight, the 
fight of every one who believes m tolerance and freedom 
_ , _ , _ , DILEMMA 
HIEBERT (Murray). Liberty for All. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 164 (391); 2001, Oct.,4; 29. 
The united states government faced a dilemma as it tried to 
mark the country more secure after the terrorist attack of 
September 11, then there was a doubt about the balance the long 
standing freedoms that Americans saw as their inalienable rights 
with the need for a heightened security that could erode the civil 
liberties of Americans and their foreign guests while the rest of the 
world also took a new look at security, US officials, prompted b> 
fears of new round of attacks had introducted security measures not 
witnessed since world war II, president Bush had announced the 
creation of on office of homeland security to co-ordinate the 
countrv's new domestic anti-terrorism efforts 
(33) 
9. _ , _ , _ , DESCRIPTION 
ADLER (Jerry). Connecting in New York. News Week. (Special 
issue). 2001, Oct.; 22-30. 
It was one tough town, a city world famous for its attitude 
But from the hijacked planes hit, people reached out to those they 
loved The strange on at 8 55 A M on Tuesday, Sep 11, Andrea 
popovich, 24 had her last cynical thought for the year As she 
emerged from a subway station near her office m down town 
Manhatton, she saw a crowd gapping up at the sky A woman 
appeared to be praying and popovich, with the generous spirit that 
characterized New Yorkers who find someone blocking their path 
to work, thought find some one blocking their path to work, 
thought to herself, what now A cloud in the shape of Jesus, then 
she returned around and looked up At that moment the sky was 
filling invisibly and saw a plane hit the World Trade Centei 
10. _ , _ , _ , IMPACT, WORLD ECONOMY 
CHAUDHURI (Kausik) and SENSARMA (Rudra). Impact of 
Terrorist Attack in US. Economic and Political Weekly. 36 (46, 
47); 2001, Nov., 24; 4346-4349. 
The impact of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade 
Centre on September 11, 2001 had generated a consensus that the 
attacks would have an impact on financial markets, foreign 
exchange markets, commodity markets and many other 
macroeconomic variables Thus the impact of attacks on exchange 
rates, stock prices and prices of some commodities The impact on 
stock prices was short lived where as the effect on exchange rates 
(34) 
was persistent. This attack had not only affected the US economic 
system but also had changed, it spill over effects on the world 
economy. Indian markets followed the global pattern of initial fall 
and gradual recovery. Exchange rates depreciated for developmg 
countries. 
n . _ , _ , _ , INDIAN SUPPORT 
DANG (Satyapal). Government of India and the Terrorist 
Outrage in USA. Mainstream. 39 (41); 2001, Sept.,29; 6-7. 
The biggest ever terrorist attack had been one in the USA. It 
had killed thousands of persons amongst whom were some Indians 
also. It had rightly evoked immense indignation and condemnation 
as well as sympathy with the people of the USA. This needed to be 
taken advantage of to fight the menace of terrorism of which India 
too was a victim. The government of India led by Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee had however not acted in the manner in which the 
country of Mahatma Gandhi should have acted. The USA had 
never been serious in fighting terrorism, infact, the US rulers had 
been the biggest pro-terrorist force in the world. The USA should 
have gone to the UN security council with a request for appropriate 
economic and even military action against the Taliban government 
of Afghanistan. India would have certainly cooperated in all the 
measures decided by the UNO to be carried out under its flag. 
(35) 
12. _ , _ , _ , INVESTIGATION 
MUQTEDAR KHAN. American Response a Threat to 
Freedom. Radiance Views Weekly. 36 (32); 2001, Sept.-Oct.pO-
6; 16-17. 
Since the tragic events of September 1 1, members of the 
administration and the poh'cy community had been hitting the 
airwaves advancing recommendations on how US should respond 
American leadership had resolved the tensions between security 
and freedom by privileging the former over the later Terrorism 
experts were suggesting the presence of "Sleeper agents" The> 
argued, without any evidence that Bin Laden might have sent in 
agents who lived as normal citizens with normal jobs but would be 
activated when necessary. The list of suspected provided by the 
FBI which indicated that all of them had entered country earlier 
The terrorist attack probably intended to force a change in US 
foreign policy. It seemed that instead they would be forcing 
dramatic shifts in domestic policy. 
13. _ , _ , _ , NON-DISCRIMINATION, KOFIANNAN 
ROBINSON (Mary). September 11 Renews Emphasis on Non-
Discrimination Agenda. Mainstream. 39 (49); 2001, Nov,,24; IS-
IS. 
The attacks in the united states of September 11, the 
environment had become still more fraught and difficult for human 
rights defenders The importance of tackling discrimination and 
promoting inclusion vigorously had been further high lighted in the 
wake of the terrible events of September 1 1 First renev\ed 
(36) 
emphasis on the non-disciimination agenda was reqinred to coiintei 
the distuibnig nicrease m the numbei of violent incidents of 
xenophobia since that date Second was seriousness about taking 
up the challenge of secretary geneial Kofi Annan to turn this 
Century into the age of prevention the promotion of equality, 
lespect and tolerance as a counterfoil to the destiuctive ideologies 
of hate assumes yet more urgency, and globalisation must develop 
within and not outside of the framework of international law that 
guarantees known dignity 
14. _ , _ , _ , NORTHERN ALLIANCE, AFGHANISTAN 
PERRY (Alex). The Turn of the Tide in Afghanistan. Nation 
and the World. 10 (242); 2001, Dec.,1; 20. 
The Northern Alliance attacked in December during the 
night also, after continuously attacking the Afghanistan, Taliban 
soldiers immediately switched sides, while their commandeis 
jumped into pickup trucks and sped south pockets of Uzbeks, 
Checkens and Pakistanis held out for up to five days befoie the\ 
were overcome or picked off by snippers Around 900 Pakistanis 
were surrounded in a girl's school Sultan Razmya, in the Southest 
of the city After that the commander had exhausted their patience, 
and warned civilian living m the area to move away Then the\ 
attacked, and the fighting lasted four hours The Alliance took just 
175 prisioners. After the fighting had been gone in Kabul and 
Jalalabad then started for Kandahar, where the Taliban was bom 
and which had remained its administrative centei 
(37) 
15. _ , _ , _ , OSAMA BIN LADEN, AL-QAEDA 
BHARDWAJ (Sliweta). Kamikaze Rock America. Civil 
Services Chronicle. 12 (5); 2001, Nov.; 12-15. 
The Kamikaze attacks on the World Trade Centre building 
and at the Pantagon had shaken the countries world over and had 
forced them to believe the unbelievable both the economic and the 
military might's of the most powerful country on the planet, had 
been crumbled and shown vuelnerable to the rest of the world, with 
those attacks a new kind of enemy had emerged. Bush called that 
enemy, the enemy of the 21'^ Century. That enemy was 
international terrorist he was supposed to be the mastermind of a 
Saudi Millionaire and leader of a terrorist group Osama Bin Laden. 
He and his Islamic terrorist organization Al-Qaeda were supposed 
to be behind that tragedy that killed thousands of innocent people. 
He was supposed to be hiding in Afghanistan. The Taliban regime 
of Afghanistan that had been hosting Osama Bin Laden and they 
denied handing him over to United States of America and had 
threatened for more such attacks. 
16. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , ISLAMIC TERRORISTS, ARRESTED 
ELLIOTT (Michael). Al-Qaeda Now. Time. 159 (21); 2002, 
June,3; 29-32. 
Long after the attacks of September 11, the clang of terror 
echoes worldwide. Terrorists communications according to Francis 
X, Taylor, the US state departments counter ten-orism coordinator 
had reached levels "probably as high as they were last summer" 
attacks continued. In many events thought to be the Al-Qaeda, the 
(38) 
network headed by Osama Bin Laden Figuring out what Al-Qaeda 
can do and stopping it requned a mixture of mihtary actions and 
peisistent shoe-leather work by cops since last September. 1, 600 
suspected operatives of Al-Qaeda had been arrested in 95 
countries 
17. _ , _ , _ , _ , CONFIRMED 
AHMAD RASHID. Tying up the Loose Ends. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 164 (40); 2001, Oct.,11; 22-23. 
The US response to the September 11 terrorist attacks had 
been cautious, the response was expected to be swift and sharp 
indeed, the American administration hinted as much the US 
government soon identified its main targets, it was still working out 
how and when to hit them more than three weeks after the 
September 11 attacks The tough rhetoric and talk of revenge that 
immediately followed the atrocities was replaced by caution and 
delay, as the White House considered the overwhelming problems 
implicit in any strike by US led coalition forces against the Islamic 
Taliban regime and its guest Saudi terrorist leader Osama Bin 
Laden The US moveover was still gathering critical intelligence on 
Bin Laden and Taliban forces So at first Bush seemed intend on 
going after Bin Laden alone For this US requested and shut the 
bank accounts of two Pakistani groups listed by Washington as 
helping Bin Laden 
(39) 
18. _ , _ , _ , _ , ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM 
CHAWLA (Balvinder Singh), Ed. US under Attack. 
Competition Affairs. 14 (10); 2001, Oct.; 5-7. 
Angry Americans demanded punishment to terrorists 
Tuesday, September 1 1 turned out to be the blackest Tuesday m the 
US history when an estimated 10,000 persons were buried alive 
under the debris as two Boeing 747 jet aircraft, hijacked by Arab 
teiTorists crashed into the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center 
in New York. A third ploughed into a part of Pentagon in 
Washington and a fourth crashed into the country side in 
Pennsylvonia one of the major almost of the worldwide counter 
terrorism operations launched by the US into identify organization 
and individuals that had been funding the Jihad operations master 
minded by Bin Laden in the guise of Islamic fundamentalism 
19. _ , _ , _ , _ , TALIBAN 
TARKUNDE (V M), Ed. Terrorists Strike in America, Who is 
The Enemy?. The Radical Humanist. 65 (7); 2001, Oct.; 1-2. 
The happenings on September 11"^  2001 in the United States 
of America were like a living nightmare and would continue to 
haunt the entire world for a long time to come. The United Airways 
and two American Airlines planes were hijacked. Two of the 
planes were rammed into the twin towers of the World Trade 
Centre in New York, leading to the stunning collapse of both 1 10 
storeyed towers, one of the planes rammed into a wing of the US 
defense Headquarters, the Pentagon and the fourth plane crashed 
into a field close to the capital, Washington DC thousands of 
(40) 
people died and thousands more were nijured The entire wot Id had 
been stunned by the apparent case with which such a cleaiK 
terrorist attack had been carried out in the last bastion of stiength 
the united states There was extreme anger at such an attack 
president of America called the hijackers evil American's the 
worst enemy became Osama Bin Laden and his band of Jehadis US 
launched a war against the Taliban 
20. _ , _ , _ , REACTION, CRUSADE 
ASGHAR ALL Class of Terrors. Nation and the world. 10 
(241); 2001, N0V.46; 14-16. 
Osama Bin Laden allegedly organized attack on Woild 
Trade Center in NewYork and on Pentagon and the president Bush 
was bombing on Afghanistan What Osama and his network Al-
Qaeda allegedly did to America Mr Bush also was doing much 
more in retaliation Not only to them but also to the whole country 
which had not only given refuge to him but was also piotecting 
him which was of course an unpardonable sin in the eyes of 
president Bush Bush used the word 'crusade' when talking of 
levenge against Bin Laden's act of terror Afghanistan was no 
match for American powei American was lowering its own 
position by taking on an impoverished country like Afghanistan 
But teiTonsm can never be fought with teiTonsm This violence 
turn world needs more peace than ever before America talks ot 
freedom and democracy but freedom and demociacy can flounsh 
only if there is peace and justice in the whole world 
(41) 
21. _ , _ , _ , SEPT. 11,2001 
ANDERSON (Ted). The Rescue. News Week. (Special issue); 
2001, Oct.; 34-37. 
According to the witness of someone eveiy thing was on die 
this article specially deals with the description after the attack on 
World Trade Centre by S Arlington, Va, Police officer Barry foust 
sat m his cruiser at a traffic light at about 9 40 that morning he 
noticed the plane Flying nose down, it banked sharply and came 
hard towards the pentagon at an odd angle When the attack on 
world trade center was done every one was busy in owns work fire 
fighter, wallac hadn't run far when he beared the roar and felt the 
fireball He hit the blacktop and shimmed underneath a van as 
burning metal flew all over Everything was on fire houses were on 
fire Arlington country officer Joseph Wilson, 35 jumped ovei a 
guard rail and started running towards the flames 
22. MARK (Juergensmejere). Menace in the Mind. India Today. 26 
(40); 2001, Oct.,1; 50-52. 
People like Bin Laden were not so much politicising leligion 
as lelieionising politics elevating woidly struggleis to the diama ol 
leligion September 11 when televisions around the woild captiiied 
the horrific images of the aerial assaults on New York city's Woiid 
Trade Center The new terrorism, whose vicious form of political 
expiessions that have been conducted for anti government anti-
global ideological causes, many of them religion Acts as these 
weie intended not only to destroy but to cieate blood shed in an 
intense and vivid way The first attempt of attack on woild tiade 
(42) 
center in 1993 by Mohmmad supported by Bin Laden belimd that 
first attack the reason was to tell to America that this \va> of 
treating his country was wrong 
23. ASGHAR ALL September 11: Many Messages. Economic and 
Political weekly. 36 (42); 2001, Oct.,21; 3982-3983. 
The attacks on the two World Trade Center towers in New 
York on September 11 were terrible no words can be adequate to 
condemn them. Specially as they were directed at innocent 
civilians who were in no way involved in policies or matter of state 
policy. The towers were chosen by the terrorists probably because 
they were symbols of American economic domination The 
teiTorists wanted to convey the message that even a mighty power 
like America was not invincible The reaction of the US rulers to 
the deadly attacks was not those of mature people but of those who 
know only revenge and retaliation. Afghanistan had already been 
rendered to a state of chaos by the policies of the superpowers on 
the one hand and fanatical taliban on the other But on the other 
hand the US thought that the terrorists were products of Islam not 
of Its own policies in West Asia 
24. GOSH (Partha). Not Just America's War. Economic and 
Political weekly. 36 (42); 2001, Oct.,20; 3987. 
The war against terrorism was not only America's uai but 
that of the world order against disorder The terrorists who struck at 
the world trade center with unprecedented success in terms of death 
and destruction had only demolished the towers but had also 
shaken the American dream In which the whole world was at a 
(43) 
stake Accoiding to some people the hit on America b\ the 
tenonsts because of America" s flowed policy in the west and 
central Asia In the last centuiy Ameiica stood on a bastion of 
fieedom and democracy and contributed seminally to global 
stability The fighting of US was not a fighting to a group but 
fighting a mindset 
25. RAJWADE (A V). Fall Out of September 11. Economic and 
Politically weekly. 36 (42); 2001, Oct.,20; 3983-3984. 
Tighter security and political military methods alone would 
laiely end terrorism, whether in the US or Kashmir The possible taigets 
weie too many and the methods were vaned and uncontiollable The ke\ 
was avoiding situations where a section of the people got so alienated that 
they started believing that terror and violence were the only means to get 
'justice' or at least attention The events of September 11 when within the 
space of on hour, in front of the world's eyes glued to TVs, thiee inight> 
s>mbols of US power and piestige, crumbled It was called a change m 
hat comfortable assumption The possible taigets over to many and the 
methods as varied uncontrolled 
26. DUGGAL (Vishal). Taking on Terror. Rashtriya Sahara. 9(6); 
2001, Oct.; 18-20. 
The motivated terroiists can stiike with impunity and hit an} 
target anytime, any where in the world unleasing into a naked 
dance of death and destruction was amply pioved b\ what 
happened in New York and Washington, the seats of Ameiica s 
economic and military might, on the Black Tuesda> of Septembei 
By using hijacked planes as bombs the tenonsts destio\ed the 
(44) 
World Trade Center in New York and a part of the Pentagon head 
quarters in Washington. The world saw the horrible and spine 
chilling sight of planes ramming into the twin towers of the World 
Trade Centre which were turned into the balls of fire and smoke 
and collapsed like casbles of sand, taking along thousands of men 
and women present in side, to certain death. 
27. COX (Michael). American Power Before and After 11 
September. Dizzy with success. Inteniadonal a/Jairs. 78(2); 
2002; 261-300. 
The September 11, 2001 went down as one of the more 
famous of the landmark dates which had regularly punctuated the 
history of the modern world, a worthy rival in the minds of some to 
that order act of infamy when imperial Japan launched its own kind 
of surprise attack against the US pacific fleet lying at anchor in 
pearl harbour. But September 11, turned out to be an significant 
over the longer term for the United states as pearl Harbour, the 
beginning of the cold war, remained to be seen. 
28. JACARAMU (P S). Combating International Terrorism. 
Mainstream. 39 (44); 2001; Oct., 20; 17-18. 
The attack on New York and Washington D. C on 
September 11 had brought home to the American the enormous 
reach of the terrorist groups. While successive American 
gON-ernments believed that the mainland of the United states was 
beyond the reach of the enemy attack. The attack on America's 
symbols of economic strength and military might were signals 
from the terrorists that they could decisively strike at the heart v{ 
(45) 
the mighty. Superior president Bush had called the event a war on 
the united states the first war of the twenty first century. The US 
government declaring Osama Bin Laden the head of the Al-Qaeda 
group operating from Afghanistan as the prime suspect. The Bush 
administration would like to carry out successfully its action in 
Afghanistan by destroying the Taliban and may be installing a 
friendly regime in Afghanistan or making Afghanistan a UN 
administered territory. 
29. SIDDIQI (Shamim A). It will be too late to repent. Radiance 
Views Weekly. 36 (39); 2001, Nov.; 1824, 20-21. 
Septeniber 11, 2001 might become a turning point in the 
history of the USA. It shocked the nation and jolted the super 
structure of its trade and commerce. It put the fundamental 
American pattern of a life. Liberty and pursuit of happiness at 
stake. Its idol of supremacy, national prestige and honour stand 
dwindled. Thousands of beautiful and precious lives were lying 
buried under the ashes of World Trade Center. The tragedy lies 
there that the murderous happening of September 11 was not 
encountered with the thoughtful diplomacy and wisdom that at 
demanded. The reaction was swift but illogical and hence, 
untenable. It was full arrange dictorial wrath and full of hate 
against on emerging landlocked Islamic state. 
30. SHASHANK ATOM., Ed. Getting to the Roots of 1 error. 
competition wizard. 11 (1); 2001 Jan.; 24. 
With the plane bombing of the World Trade Center in New 
York and Pentagon on September 11, then the new century bodes 
(46) 
ill for mankind. Political imagination was getting frozen as 
glorification violence as an end itself had increased manilbld 
People all across the globe shudder as they thought of a world war 
knocking at their doors. Terrorism, a new war by the invisible 
armies, striking each passing day with fury not known even in hill, 
was pushing the world to destruction as economic sanctions and 
political isolation had proved to be halfhearted measured, it should 
be found the roots of terrorism. There was also the need for a 
sustained and systematic campaign to create a tolerant and 
multicultural society in each country. 
31. SIDDIQI (Shamim A). What muslim should do?. Radiance 
views weekly. 36 (37); 2001, Nov.; 4-10, 16-17. 
The unprecedented tragedy of September 11 and the hale 
campaign against Muslim community under the garb of eliniinating 
terrorism in its wake have practically Jeopardised the life of 
common Muslim in the cities and numerous towns of the USA. for 
a considerable long time to come Muslims were living in a constant 
stale of fear and self imposed reluctance to come out and meet the 
common people in their respective vicinities and tell neighbours 
and ward residence who they were. How much they were peaceful 
and how much care and concern they nurtured in their hearts and 
minds for the people of the land and the country that stands very 
close to the principles of Islam and their way of life. Muslim had a 
mission assigned to them by their creator at out irrespeclp c of 
where they were and what they were doing. 
(47) 
32. _ , _ , _ , _ , GLOBAL CAMPAIGN 
KUMAR (R B). America's war against terrorism. Alive; 229; 
2001, Nov.; 10-13. 
The devastating attacks on the twin towers of the World 
Trade Center in NewYork and the Pantagon in Washington on 11 
September had pushed the issue of terrorism on top of the Agenda 
of the International Community. The United Nations security 
council had unanimously adopted a resolution urging all its 
member nations to stop all form of support moral economic, 
political diplomatic and logistical to the terrorists. I'he US 
president George Bush had also launched a global campaign 
against terrorism and called it the first war of the 21" century. All 
the determinations of US president had shown the smoke outer the 
terrorists. Bush had targeted only those terrorists who had a global 
reach because they threaten the interests of America. The US 
policy was to bring terrorists to justice for their crimes. Besides 
this the other countries are also against terrorism. 
33. _ , _ , _ , _ , GLOBAL NETWORK 
BRAHIMI (Lakdhar). The Tasks Ahead. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 164 (44); 2001, Nov.8; 15. 
The events of September 11 and what had happened since 
had made people understand that even a small distant and far away 
country like Afghanistan could not be left to break up into anarchy 
and chaos without consequences for the whole world. 
Globalization was also playing a role in helping drug trafficking 
and terrorism which circulated in a global Network. Several million 
(48) 
people inside and outside Afghanistan were destriete and 
desperately in need of help. For the past ten years the UN had been 
trying to help the Afghans end their wars against one another The 
uiternational community, more importantly the powers that had 
mfluenced and even more importantly Afghanistan's neighbours, 
realized that it was high time for working together. UN had been 
talking about helping in the reconstruction of the country, and to 
organize the Afghans towards starting the process of rehabilitation 
and reconstruction. 
34. _ , _ , _ , _ , JUSTICE 
CHOUDHARY (L K). The United States and Terrorism. Post 
September 11, 2001 Syndrome, India Quarterly. 57 (4); 2001; 1-
17. 
George Bush articulated the idea of a new world order on 
September 11, fi-ee from the threat of terror, stronger in the puisuit 
of justice, and more secure in the quest of peace, on era in which 
the nations of the world can prosper and live in harmony 
September 11, 2001 proved to be the blackest day not only for the 
American nation but for the entire global community It witnessed 
unprecedented terrorist attacks as the twin World Trade Center 
towers in New York and the Pentagon in Washington killing 5000 
and 189 people respectively. 
(49) 
35. _ , _ , _ , _ , OSAMA BIN LADEN, SUSPECTION 
DHANJAL (Gursharan). Who is Osama Bin Laden?. 
Mainstream. 39 (43); 2001, Oct. ,13; 6, 24. 
While the world community at large was busy debating the 
possible connection of Osama Bin Laden to the "Black Tuesday" 
little attention was drawn to the identity of the terrorist himself 
Today's Osama was both of the CIA's, most wanted man and a 
hero to many young people in the Arab world Bin Laden 
undoubtedly was the architect of global terrorism Bin Laden's Al-
Qaeda network was estimated to have been anywhere from several 
hundred to several thousand members. It drawn from a pool of 
more than 50,000 Afghan war veterans and other radical Muslnns. 
He also enjoyed support among the Muslims who disliked US 
influence on Arab governments. Who feel their way of life was 
threatened by the Western popular culture and who reject the 
Israeli treatment of the Palestinians. 
36. _ , _ , _ , SHOCK, UNPRECEDENTED, TRAUMA 
BINDE (Jerom). September 11, 2001: Making Sense of the 
Attack. The iinesco courier:, 2001, Seph,25; 3. 
The world's sole superpower struck at the heart of its 
economic life and defense systems. Something that no state at war 
with the US had previously managed to achieve. A whole new 
scale of destruction marking the advent of hyper terrorism 
suspected linked to obscure transnational networks believed to 
center around a billionaire warlord. Hidden in a country that could 
not be more different from America. No admission of 
(50) 
responsibility the September 11 attacks were unthinkable for the 
very reason, the shock waves that ensued have been unprecedented 
The attacks were clearly a trauma for Americans, as well as for 
many people, mostly living in developed countries 
37. _ , _ , _ , STRATEGIC AGREEMENTS 
BEDI (Rahul). A Spreading Menace. Frontline. 19 (15); 2002, 
Aug.,2; 57-60. 
By forging new alliance and strategic agreement ostensibly 
to fight Islamic terrorism, the united states has post 9/11, spread its 
military presence even to hitherto inaccessible area in the Sep 11 
attacks on the USA had, ironically proved to be a strategic bonus 
foi Washington in extending its military presence across Asia US 
military is combating Al-Qaeda cadres in the Philippines and 
bolstering its presense in Indonesia and the south China sea 
38. _ , _ , _ , SUSPECTION 
CHAUDHURI (Sachin), Ed. Beyond Afghanistan. Economic 
and Political weekly. 36 (41); 2001, OcU3; 3875. 
The bomb and missile attacks by US and British aircraft as 
targets in Afghanistan connected with the Taliban regime and with 
Osama Bin Laden and his Al-Qaeda organization, which got wa\ 
and had been prepared for elaborately from the moment the US 
pinpointed Bin Laden and Al-Qaeda as the prime suspects in 
connection with the September 11 terrorist attack in New York and 
Washington The air attacks on Afghanistan had been on for less 
than a week and there was no indication yet of when the expected, 
but for more problematic, land operations would begin In 
(51) 
Afghanistan as well as the Bush administration had been brought to 
the realization, and quite quickly, that the US had to look beyond 
the limited objectives of the extraction, by what ever means of Bin 
Laden and his associates. United Nations would eventually lead to 
political and administrative set up in the country to end the years of 
war and turmoil which had ravaged a whole people and forced 
millions to flee to neighboring countries. 
39. _ , _ , _ , THREAT^, ARM CONTROL, BIOLOGICAL 
WEAPON 
MACKENZIE (Debora). New World Order. New Scientist 172 
(2322 / 2332); 2001, Dec.,22-29; 20-21. 
The US started the year by learning up international treaties. 
It had convinced to do so since September 11, the administration 
had never explicitly set out this doctrine its actions suggest, it had 
signed up to it. And despite the shocking attacks on New York and 
Washington as 11 September there was no sign of it changing its 
approach. Though Bush could no longer ignore the rest of the 
world, he had shown no inclination to compromise when it came to 
arm control. The September 11 attacks reinforced fears that the 
biggest threat to the US was from teiTorists and rogue states. But in 
the long term perhaps the greatest danger facing the world was not 
weapons of mass destruction that is why the history of 2 T' century 
2001, 11 September would be remembered and biological weapons 
played on a great role in the war between America and 
Afghanistan. 
(52) 
40. _ , _ , _ , THREATS, BIOLOGICAL, NUCLEAR, CYBER, 
GENETIC TERRORISM 
BHARDWAJ (Shweta). Forms of Terrorisms: A Close 
Encounter. Civil Services Chronicle. 12 (7); 2002, Jan.; 18-20. 
Acts of violence and methods o{ intimidation a government 
\)\ a person or group to achieve a poHtical objective can be defined 
as terrorism. After the September 11 attacl-cs, governments 
especially the United States were worried about the threats of 
biological nuclear, cyber and genetic terrorism September 11 with 
the detection of anthrax attack in Urban America through postal 
mail, another form of terrorism became a reality. Compared to the 
other weapons of mass destruction the biological weapons are more 
fatal. The concept of cyber terrorism was also known as the 21'' 
Century threat. The events of anthrax attacks in the part had led 
some biologic to believe that mankind fast growing store of genetic 
knowledge can also be used by man to harm other members of his 
species as it was done in the war between America and 
Afghanistan. 
41. _ , _ , _ , TURNING POINT 
CHIBBER (R). A Turning Point for Humanity. Nation and tlie 
world. 10 (240); 2001, Nov.l; 9-10. 
On September 11, 2001 the invisible hand gave a major jolt 
to mankind to wakeup. On that day the terrorists invaded America. 
The invasion marked a major turning point in the evolution of man. 
The thinkers of the world were horribly mute. It was really 
supposed to be the end of all the progress, the end ol^ the 
(53) 
development of civilization that people destroyed one another m 
mutual hatred The existing cancer of terrorism in various parts of 
the world had to be removed This campaign must go on However, 
It should be under taken without hate or anger With the clinical 
detacliment of a cancer surgeon This surgery will take a long time, 
needing a great deal of patience, perseverance and consummate 
skin 
42. _ , _ , _ , WORLD TRADE CENTRE 
DUTTA (Ajit Kumar). Closer Look at Black Tuesday. 
Mainstream. 39 (44); 2001, Oct., 20; 19. 
The city of New York off guard Black Tuesday September 
11, 2001 had become a fact of History It is not caused by an\ 
natural phenomenon, the deva station could well be described as a 
psychic, social and cultural earthquake, that came in the pattern of 
a horror story or a Hollywood blockbuster Engineered by human 
brain spurred by a spirit of vengeance, it turned out to be the 
handiwoik of terrorists Razing to the ground the Twin Toweis m 
New York and a simultaneously strike at the Pentagon in 
Washington virtually amounted to an attack on the American piide 
and power sending out shock waves 
43. _ , _ , _ , _ , PENTAGON, INDIAN SUPPORT 
BHARGAVA (G S). India's Options in the Coming War 
Against Terrorism. Mainstream. 39 (41); 2001, Sept., 29; 5, 35. 
The destruction of the world trade centei in New Yoik and 
the attack on the Pentagon in Washington D C had brought into 
(54) 
locus ihe terrorism from the air. This fairly technical form cif 
terrorism stealing nuclear weapons and president Bush National 
Missile Defence had not been unknown to securit)' experts. But the 
external affairs Minister of India, .laswant .Singh, had spoken of a 
concert of democracies, possibly armed with a tinitcd nations 
mandate, to act together to thwart and o\'cr come the menace of 
terrorism in different forms and its menifestation within the 
country. According to him hidia had a better understanding of the 
problem than the US which was going overboard with its desire to 
avenge the terrorist attacks on US installations through militar\ 
strikes against the Taliban in Afghanistan getting Osama Bm 
Laden dead or alive, had become a mantra for the US 
administration, but getting rid of one Osama Bin Laden in that way 
would spawn many more Osama Bin Laden. 
44. _ , __, _ , CONFERENCE 
SWAMl (Praveen). The terror trajectory. Frontline. 18 (21); 
2001, Oct., 26; 16-18. 
America's war on terrorism president George Bush 
proclaimed in a conference that terror will not end until exery 
terrorist group of global reach had been found, stopped and 
defeated. Less than a month after that dramatic pronouncement ii 
had become clear that Washington's sponsorship of and support to 
fascist organisations of the Islamic right was set to continue 
unchanged US and British troops were believed to be liaising with 
the Northern Alliance, there was no sign that the west wished to 
Join the covert front that Russia, the Secular Central Asian states 
(35) 
and India had formed in the face of the Tahban offensive Until the 
1998 bombing of the US embassies in Nairobi and Dar-es-Salam 
led America to oppose Osama Bin Laden and his Taliban allies. 
Western oil Corporations were competeting hard to win the support 
of the new fascist regime in Kabul On the other hand US wanted 
Pakistan to eliminate Bin Laden and, if necessar>, replace the 
Taliban 
45. _ , _ , _ , GLOBAL WAR 
COWSHiSH (AtuI). The Nation Against Terrorism. Nation ami 
the world. 10(242); 2001, Dec.,1; 7-8. 
As in the west many Indian intellectuals and large section ot 
the media had begun to debate whether the US led "global" v\ai 
against terrorism had led to a false but dangerous tendency to 
equate Islam with terrorism Despite all the blemishes in its 
communal harmony record India had tiied to bung people of 
diffeient faith close to each other In India the light way to countet 
the propaganda against a "clash of civili2:ations'' oi Muslim/Islamic 
teiToiism will be foi both Hindus and Muslim to )oin hands and 
appear at common plateform to blast the evil of teiioiism Thus it 
was realized that the Nations those who perpetrate acts of teiiorism 
aie neither religious, nor they have any section fiom the holy 
books 
(56) 
46. _ , _ , POST WAR, AFGHANISTAN, BATTLE FIELDS 
GAPAPPA (Rahchen). Target Afghanistan. India Today. 
(Afghanistan Special); 2001, Oct.,8; 22. 
For the central Asian states the outcome of the war was not 
in doubt. The debate was on the future regime in Kabul and the role 
of the Northern alliance. It was being billed as the tlrst great war of 
the 21" Century but as the US led coalition of willing nations 
targets the recall citrant Taliban regime in Afghanistan the initial 
tactics for battles will be taken from Chankya's Arthashastra. In 
Dushunbe, the mountain capital of Tajakistan the slrategicall) 
located former soviet reputed which has for long been the staging 
ground for Afghan opposition groups. Afghan war veterans 
stationed there even have a formula for the strategy that will 
determine the war. They called it to percent money and 30 percent 
lighting. 
47. _ , _ , _ , _ , INTERIM GOVERNMENT, KARZAI (Hamid). 
PERRY (Alex). GoodBye to all that. Time. 159 (12); 2002, 
April, 1; 22-23. 
After the war Afghanistan's lauded interim leader Hamid 
Karzai and Karzai Icnew the American would leave as soon as lhe\' 
get their man. He also knew his own position and almost all hope 
for preventing a civil v/ar on their staying, but finding Osama 
would be a disaster for Afghanistan. During the operation of 
Anaconda sergent said that they were there to kill and destro} the 
Al-Qaeda. In the north around Mazar-i-sharif, ethnic Uzbek general 
Abdul Rashid Dostum and Hazara warlord Mohammed Mohaqiq 
(57) 
had used the hiind for All-Qaeda and Taliban leaders on an excuse 
for a programme against pashtuns. 
48. _ , _ , _ , _ , NORTHERN ALLIANCE, KABUL 
LAK (Daniel). Back to Future. Outlook. 61 (46). 2001, Nov.,26; 
37. 
Afghanistan was burdened by too much history and by too 
many people who could not remember the past. The fall of Kabul 
was a mirror image of the capital's collapse to the Taliban m 1996 
As Northern Alliance forces their opponents shattered by weeks of 
American bombing moved confidentially down fiom Bagram 
airport into the capital they met no resistance. American Special 
Forces troops moved quietly along with the Afghan chattmg to 
base on satellite telephones. In September of 1996. Taliban forces 
backed by Pakistan soldiers in Civilian garb and ISl agents 
clutching walkie-talkies advanced through Pashtun villages to the 
east of Kabul when the Taliban arrived in Kabul. They found a city 
without a single defender Afghanistan was finally to be spared the 
repetition of its past. 
49. _ , _ , _ , _ , POLITICAL FRAGILITY, POTENTIAL 
INVESTORS 
HIEBERT (Murray). No Big Win for Big Oil. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 165 (2); 2002, Jan.,17; 24-25. 
The oil companies that gave up on Afghanistan under 
Taliban rule would have to wait some time before they could make 
money there. The US pursued its campaign in Afghanistan some 
sceptices speculated that one reason president George W. Bush was 
(58) 
so keen to take down the Taliban along with Al-Qaeda was to cleai 
the way from American built oil pipeline It was a golden 
oppoi1unit\ to expend Amencan geopolitical influence into south 
and cential Asia In light ol the Septembei 1 1 attacks on the US 
Banks insistence that eradicating terrorism was its onl> native 
sounded more credible Afghanistan lies south of three Cential 
Asian Countiies where western oil campaign had been bus\ 
Afghanistan political fragility and its devastated infrastructuie 
further discourage potential investois American officials still 
believed a western backed pipeline across Afghanistan made sence 
in the long run 
50. _ , _ , _ , _ , TALIBAN, RECAPTURE 
MCGIRK (Tim). A Country on Edge. Time. 158 (15); 2001, Oct., 
15; 23-24. 
The borderlands between Afghanistan and Pakistan had 
become home not only to millions of refugees, but also to countless 
rumors about the fate of the Taliban government inside 
Afghanistan Taliban supieme leader Mullah Mohammad Omai 
was at the very least anxious about what might be coming then 
way Mohammad Omar's lefusal to hand over terroiists Osama Bin 
Laden was akin to mass suicide Hamid Kaizai, an influential 
Afghan pashtun leadei who was backing the ex-monaich\s letuin 
said that signals for a charge weie coming fiom inside the Taliban 
Northern Alliance secure a few key victoiies, such as the lecaptuie 
of Mazar-i-Sharif in Northern Afghanistan US led assault could 
(59) 
have disastrous effects inside Afghanistan and in neighbouiing 
Pakistan too 
51. _ , _ , _ , _ , WESTERN INVESTMENT 
BHARDWAJ (Shweta). Attack on Afghanistan: Drift in 
Policies. Civil Services Cronicle. 12 (6); 2001, Dec; 18-20, 127. 
The terrorism in international scenario is very difficult to 
define A definition that held true for one might not be true foi 
other The person who is a terrorist for one might be freedom 
fighter for the other Al-Qaeda were all terrorist organizations that 
were using the methods of terror for a particular political objective 
Most of the America, life was starting to return to normal as the 
nation absorbed the shock of the Septembei 11 terrorist attack m 
New York and Washington and mourns the victims It was 
believed the US tried to extract Bin Laden defeated the Taliban and 
a postwar Afghanistan, offered a welcome mat to western 
investment to them 
52. _ , _ , _ , INTERIM GOVERNMENT, INDIAN SUPPORT 
SAKSENA (Rashmi). Kabul Calling. The week. 20(3); 2001, 
Dec.,23; 46. 
India reached out to help Afghanistan, as the new men m 
power n Kabul came calling The Indian government had opened 
Its coffers wide to help Afghanistan rise from the ashes and buy 
back a lost friendship In the bargain, there was the possibility of 
the Pakistan blip disappearing from the Afghan radar, something 
which will please India no end The interim government, which 
would formally be in place on December 22 was already looking 
(60) 
towaids India for immediate aid in the foim of money and men to 
be ploughed into the health and education sectors as well as the 
tiaming of police and paramilitary forces With the interim 
government giving the assurance that women would not be 
excluded from education This would spur trade between the two 
countries as it was in the not to distant parts 
53. _ , _ , _ , NORTHERN ALLIANCE, KABUL, FRECTION 
RICHBURG (Keith B). A New Dawn in Kabul. The week. 
19(5); 2001, Nov.,25; 32-35. 
In the final hours before the Taliban abandoned Kabul in the 
dark of night the screaming stopped in Amniot piison The 
torturers were on run because they were controlling every part ot 
the life of the people For woman especially the Taliban lule was 
exceptionally harsh They were forced into the burqas The 
Northern Alliance's entry into Kabul was more orderly than nine 
years ago A leaflet was distributed in the central marketplace, 
signed by a new Kabul security commission, the Northein Alliance 
did make some moves to try to assuage the nervous populace It 
announced that people who lost then |obs under the Taliban should 
leturn to their offices on November 20 and they would be rehiied 
some of the Kabul's women were also enjoying the new taste of 
freedom 
(61) 
54. _ , _ , _ , POLITICAL REPRESENTATION 
PAIN (Adam). Afghanistan: A failed state. Economic and 
Political weekly. 36 (44); 2001, Nov., 3; 4181-4183. 
The representation of Afghanistan as a failed state was 
widespread, while attention was shifting to post Taliban political 
institutions the demonisation of the Taliban and the short historical 
attention span of most commentators have led to a failure to grasp 
the parallels between past and present regimes. Recognition was 
drawing that the constituent elements of the Northern Alliance 
were a significant part of the reasons why the Taliban came to 
power. The emerging arguments for a post conflict multi ethnic 
form of political representation did not sufficiently address the 
issues at stake. The one positive outcome of the years of conflict 
had been the strengthening of local and community networks, the 
building of social capital under conflict. 
55. _ , _ , WAR 
MARIYAM HASAM. New century, new war. The World 
Today. 57(10); 2001, Oct.,; 12-13. 
Within hours of the attacks on America, the Saudi dissident 
Osama Bin Laden had been named as the main suspect. News 
papers stories painted him as either a terrorist mastermind, reaching 
beyond anything previously attributable to Abu Nidak or Carlos, or 
at the prefront of a militant and fundamentalist revival of Islam. A 
hardened veteran from the Afghan wars against the Soviet Union. 
Bin Laden has previously issued declaration of war against the US 
because of its secularism and pro-Israeli policies. He had alwa}s 
(62) 
denied involvement in terrorists violence. Al-Qaeda had a high 
level of organisational capability, stunning up to thirty five 
countries, and covering everything from training, to weapons 
procurement, to setting up support and intelligence networks. 
56. _ , _ , _ , AFGHANISTAN 
ZAKARIA (Fareed). The war on terror goes global. News 
week. (Extra Ed.); 2001; 46-49. 
America alone cannot triumph in the fight against terrorism. 
It needed the help of freedom loving nations every where. This war 
their struggle, too. Tuesday, September 11, 2001 would indeed be a 
date Vt'hich would live in infamy as Frank Roosevelt said almost 60 
years ago after the bombing of Pearl Harbour. But the anolog) ends 
there were even more gruesome and tragic than what happened on 
December 7, 1941. At Pearl Harbour about 2, 300 American 
soldiers and sailors died. A number of people had been crushed, 
burned and buried alive in New York and Washington. It was just 
witness of the target loss of American lives in a single day since 
Antoctam the worst day of American. 
57. DICKERY (Chrishtopher). Eying the next fronts. News week. 
138(19); 2001, Nov,, 5; 28-31. 
The campaign in Afghanistan entered its toughest months, 
trouble spots around the world beg for the attention of America and 
its allies. The police joined the war before the soldiers. Afghanistan 
might be a new battlefield to American troops, but it was only be 
one front in the struggle against globalized terror. The war was 
going on long before the suicide attacks of Sept. 11, and will 
(63) 
endiiie long after the last bomb was dropped on Kandhar What's 
new was the reahzation that so many different places had been 
drawn into the complex web of terror surrounding Osama Bm 
Laden. And many of the cops, commondos, narcotics agents, 
covert operative and common soldiers who once fought lonely 
battles in their own far-off lands were then being enlisted by 
Washington for its war on terrorism not all local conflicts will 
became the preoccupation of war and policy planners m 
Washington not all failed states offering refugee and a training 
ground for terror lords, and suicide commondos would become 
international priorities but for from Afghanistan. In Somalia, the 
Phillipines and Algeria. America and its allies would find old 
fronts in that new world war. 
58. _ , _ , _ , _ , AIRRAID, BOMBING 
CHERIAN (John). A Callous Assault. Frontline. 19(15); 2002, 
Aug.,2; 54-55. 
Another American air raid in Afghanistan left a number of 
people dead in a descript village. The American military forces 
operating in Afghanistan, bombed on July 1, a village in the 
Southern province of Oruzgan in the Kandahar region. The US 
military its plane most probably dropped a 1000 kg bomb on the 
village. US special forces were conducting operations in the area It 
was supposed that the Taliban leader Mullah Omar was hidmg ni 
the reyiOii so US Special Forces had killed 21 villagers in an au-
ra id in January. 
(64) 
59. _ , _ , _ , _ , ANTI-TALIBANS, CAMPAIGN 
NORLANl (Rad). A Fine Balance. News week, 138 (17); 2001, 
Oct., 22; 45-46. 
Pakistani's president Pervez Musharraf was walking a tight 
rope as he tried to sidehne flindamentahsts. When the United States 
went to war against the Tahban in Afghanistan, Pakistan launched 
a simultanenous Anti-Taliban campaign as well, within its own 
borders President Pervez Musharraf, Pakistani's military ruler, had 
made it clear he was ready to crack down on flmdamentalists who 
tried to under cut the governments support for the antiterror 
coalition. He involved quickly to do that placing the leaders of 
fimdamentalist parties under house suppressing demonstration and 
he parting Afghan refugees who took to the streets. As Americans 
planes started bombing on October 7, Musharraf mastered support 
among key generals to reshuffle the top command. 
60. _ , _ , _ , _ , ATTACK, MOUNTAINTS 
AMIR MIR. Attack of the Mountains. Outlook. 62(25); 2002, 
July, 1; 34-36. 
Making Pakistan its base, Al-Qaeda aligns with regrouped 
Jehadi outfits and continues its war. A hitherto unknown outfit, Al-
Qanoon., claimed responsibility for the attack in Karachi But 
security agencies have suspected Al-Qanoon to be red herring Al-
Qaeda had deliberately planted to conflise and throw its 
investigation off track, consequently enabling militants to attack 
what Osama Bin Laden would call hostile targets the Americans 
other Western and those m Pakistan who supported them. 
(65) 
61. _ , _ , _ , _ , BOMBED OUT, TALIBAN 
GUPTA (Shishir). Taliban Hunt. Imlia Today. 27 (8); 2002, 
Feb.,25; 40-42. 
The US led forces bombed the TaHban out of Kabul. But the 
Taliban militia under Mullah Mohammed Omar had the active 
support of some 60,000 heavily armed men, including 5,000 Al-
Qaeda fighters. A large number of Taliban cadres and supporters 
died in the bombing. The US long term supported in Afghanistan 
the meeting with Mushan'af might have been to ensure the Taliban 
was kept under control and it was decided to maintain peace m 
Afghanistan and prepared for the Loya Jirga some policy issues 
were decided there that the Taliban focus appeared to be Kabul and 
there would be no indication that they would cross the loc in 
Kashmir but different from past. 
62. _ , _ , _ , _ , BOMBING, TRAINING CAMPS 
SURI (Sanjay). A Bomb of a War. Outlook. 61 (43); 2001, Nov., 
5; 52-54. 
America came closer to feeling it might not win the war as 
doubts began to be voiced within called it cracks. As some of the 
leaders shapping US foreign policy to publicly challenge the 
wisdom of continuing to bomb Afghanistan. America knew well 
that getting Bin Laden and cracking Al-Qaeda was not something 
that's going to be easily done. It was every difficult situation as 
anyone knew who took a look at the circumstances and the lay of 
land Pentagon officials had admitted surprise that the Taliban had 
not collapsed under \\\t weight of the bombmg. The bombing had 
(66) 
brought visible signs of relief in Washington tiiat some form of 
enemy was being targeted. The Pentagon claimed that all known 
training camps had been destroyed. 
63. _ , _ , _ , _ , BONN SUMMIT 
SHARAN (Shambhu), Ed. Afghan Crisis: Bonn Summit. 
Pratiyogita Kiran. 7(2); 2002, Jan.; 172-174. 
Afghanistan after the ouster of the Taliban regime was the 
process of the formation of a neutral. Prodemocratic government 
under the auspices of the UN, and this process began at Bonn in 
Germany even before the Taliban government had surrendered. 
The desire of the Afghan representation to portray as one nation 
one culture was quite obvious at Bonn. The voice of Sayed Hamid 
Karzai, Pashtun leader from south Afghanistan floated across the 
plenary hall. There were 38 delegates representing four anti-
Taliban groups trying to hammer out on agreement. There were 
three UN proposals on the issue of the stationing of forces in 
Afghanistan. Four rival Afghan groups signed a power sharing 
agreement. 
64. _ , _ , _ , _ , CAPTURE, AMIR-AL-MUMNINCCN 
JOHNSON (Scott) and THOMAS (Evan). Mullah Omar off the 
Record. News week. 139 (3); 2002, Jan.,21; 8-10. 
One of the major ft^ustrations of the war on terrorism had 
been the continuing elusiveness of Mullah Mohammad Omar, the 
chief of Taliban Afghan allies had repeatedly came close to kilhng 
or capturing the self styled Amir-al-Mumninccn leader of the 
faithful. American fire power was not much use against duplicates 
(67) 
allies, howevei The United states wanted to find the Taliban and 
Qaeda leadership and bring then to justice The fiactions warlords 
who, after a fashion, then controlled Afghanistan appear to be inoie 
interacted in making peace with their former enemies Afghans 
could be very loyal until it suits them to switch allegiances 
Although an interim govemment nominally ruled in Kabul the 
countiy was rife with shifting tribal alliances and fields There 
weie strong suspicious were calling in air strikes on targets that 
they claim were Taliban or Al-Qaeda but were in fact iival 
tribesman 
65. _ , _ , _ , _ , CHALLENGES, NORTHERN ALLIANCE 
MUKERJI (Apratim). Challenges Before the Northern 
Alliance. Mainstream. 39 (44); 2001, Oct.20; 11-12. 
The future hold for Afghanistan was that the Taliban would 
appear to be their way or out of power The sudden change in the 
Taliban was fortune had come about with Pakistan's abdiction of 
Its piotige The formost challenge for the Northern Alliance had 
predictability came from Pakistan, with president Musharraf 
dealing repeatedly that the alliance was totally unacceptable in the 
post Taliban Afghanistan as it lepiesented a negligible segment of 
the country The other challenge was that alliance should establish 
that It represented the national Afghan identify which had 
traditionally been independent and liberal The final challenge 
befoie the Northern Alliance theiefore, was to piO)ect itself not 
necessaiil> as a countei force to the majority Pashtun communitN 
(68) 
but ralhcr as a force that was likely to ensure good government 
without the trappings of ethnic and tribal loyalties. 
66. _ , _ , _ , _ , CIVILIAN DEATHS 
SAtyiD HAWl"^  £^ r/. Civilian deaths in Afghanistan: Uncertain 
toll in the fog of war. Nation and the world. 11 (249); 2002, 
March, 16; 40-41. 
In an age of eavesdropping warplanes and satellite guided 
the Pentagon pund itself accused of sometimes relying on faculty 
intelligence in Afghanistan leading to an unnecessary toll of 
civilian deaths. Security had grown since a predawn raid on 
Januar)- 24, when US commandos killed atleast 21 men presumed 
to be Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighters officials in the interim Afghan 
government had since joined grieving servivors in calling the 
attack a tragic mistake, with some surving the America were duped 
with false information by scheming local warlord. For the 
Afghanistan campaign the air force created a special assessment 
team at its air operation center in Riyadh to look at cases of 
possible civilian losses and other unintended damage. 
67. _ , _ , _ , _ , CLASH of CIVILIZATIONS 
HOODBHOY (Pervez). Islam moment of truth. Communalism 
Combat. 8(72); 2001, Oct.; 12-14. 
Samuel Huntington's evil desire for a clash between 
civilizations might well come true after the September 11 terror 
attacks. The cracks that divided Muslim everywhere from the rest 
of the world was no longer a cracks. The first of similar tragedies 
that might come to define the 21" century as the centur\' of terror. 
(69) 
There was much claptrap about fightmg terrorism and bilhons weie 
likely to be poured into surveillance, fortifications, and emergency 
plans, not to mention the ridiculous idea of missile defence 
systems The US was the victim but the carpet bombing of 
Afghanistan would cause it to squander the huge swell of sympathy 
in its favour the world ovet There were important lessons foi 
Muslims too, particularly those living in the US, Canada, and 
Europe 
68. _ , _ , _ , _ , CONNOTATION, JIHAD 
DASGUPTA (Subhoranjan). Imagined Authenticity and state 
Formation Afghanistan and Bangladesh. Mainstream. 40(6); 
2002, Jan.;26; 19-23. 
The word 'Jihad' and it means a soldier fighting the Holy 
war It one accepts the explanation of Syed Mustafa Shiraz this 
Holy war had a particular connotation it referred explicitly to war 
against Non-Islam These explanations in the context of war-torn 
Afghanistan, it was found that the soldiers of the Northern Alliance 
ready to slaughter the Taliban and the soldiers belonging to the 
ranks of Mullah Omar ready to reciprocate both were referred to as 
mujahid On the other hand Al-Qaeda did not pose any seiious 
pioblem Secular in connotation Al-Qaeda stood for a particulai 
systems or mode of strategy and action militant terroiism in that 
case 
(70) 
69. _ , _ , _ , _ , CRUSADE 
SYED SHAHABUDDIN, Ed. The Islamic Dimention. Muslim 
IncliaA9{220y, 2002; 482-484. 
The terrorist attack on the USA and particularly aftei the 
letaliatory bombing in Afghanistan there was worldwide debate on 
the Muslim reaction Bush initially described the global wai 
against terrorism 'Crusade' which revived the memories of 
centuries of conflict between the Christian west and the Islamic 
East in the Middle ages Islam prohibits terrorism as well as suicide 
neither is nor can be called Jihad Islam has no place for taking 
innocent liver or ones own life global terrorism cannot be rooted 
out through the force of arms Afghanistan may be bombed back to 
the stone age, Bin Laden and his gang may be smoked out dead oi 
alive and the Taliban regime may be toppled But so long as 
political and economic injustice persists, some individuals may, out 
of anger and frustration adopt terrorist violence to make on effect. 
in a vain effort to change the system 
70. _ , _ , _ , _ , DARKARTS, ACADEMY 
UNNITHAN (Sandeep). The Terror Academy. India Today. 
27(3); 2002, Jan.^1; 45-50. 
In an Afghan rubble called Rishkhor lie the lemains of a 
school of dark arts With retired Pakistan army personnel as 
teachers its students were given degress in murder Septembei 1 I 
had made amply cleai, Rishkhoi onl> leiterated this was not d 
random group of rebels, the fanatics faithful throwing themselves 
at the non-IsIamic world This was a motivated organized aim\ in 
(71) 
the making According to US intelligence sources, close to 25 
camps throughout Afghanistan tutored on estimated 11,000 youths, 
turning them into the multi skilled Swiss army knives of the Jihad 
The Cadres were meant not only to help realize Bin Laden's 
objective of expelling the US fi"om the Gulf but also to topple 
Islamic governments and ultimately help re-establish on Islamic 
Caliphate Rislikhor was are of this most powerful Indoctrination 
plants Its success lay m its ability to fit the hand of medieval 
ideology into the glove of rigorous scientific military training 
71. _ , _ , _ , _ , ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
PILGER(John). The Real Story Behind America's War. ]Sew 
Statesman. 130 (4568); 2001, Dec-Tan.; 17-7, 14. 
Since September 11, the war on terrorism had provided a 
pretext for the rich countries led by the United states, to further 
their dominance over world affairs, by spreading fear and respect 
as a Washington post commentator put it, America intended to see 
off challenge to its uncertain ability to control and manage the 
global economy the euphemism for the progressive seizure of 
resources and marketed by the G8 rich nations By any measure 
this was war of the rich against the poor World Trade Organization 
meeting in Doha in the Gulf state of Qatar, was disastrous for the 
majority of humanity The rich nations demanded and got a new 
round of trade liberalization Which was the to mtervance in the 
economies of poor countries 
(72) 
72. _ , _ , _ , _ , EMPATHY 
BLOCH (Hannah). A Land of Endless Tears. Time. 148(12); 
2001,Sept. 24; 51. 
The news of the attack on America first reached and that 
declared. War ruined city, Kabul in the dusty twilight. Afghans 
held readies to their ears listening to static filled accounts on the 
x'oice of America and the BBC Pashto and Persian language 
ser\'ices. The immensity of America's agon\', required no 
explanation more than 20 years of war had heightened Afghan's 
empathy for the suffering of others. Because the attack on the US 
was very bad. It killed innocent people, ordinary citizens some 
people said that they believed that Osama Bin Laden, whom the 
Taliban treated as on honoured guest, v*'ar a liability and should be 
expelled from Afghanistan. But the Taliban had little intention of 
giving up Bin Laden. He was a friend in a time of need it would be 
\ery much cowardly to leave him at this stage in his life. 
73. _ , _ , _ , _ , FUTURE 
PRASANNAN (R). Vagaries of war. The Week. 19(52); 2001, 
Dec.,2; 32-35. 
The war had not ended, but the fight for spoils had alread) 
begun. United Nations or some much supervisory agenc}' were to 
call for stand still agreement among the warlords. The future of 
Afghanistan became more uncertain in camparison their when it 
was under the Taliban. There was a certaintity for good or bad after 
the war the certaintity had gone. The fear, among those who 
honestly wanted peace in Afghanistan was whether the lines of 
(73) 
control among the war lords would be violated firepower of the 
groups however, war only one of the many factors that would 
decide the shape of a future government The pushtuns suffeied 
from the fact that most of their political leadership got obliterated 
during the Taliban on slaught 
74. _ , _ , _ , _ , GEO POLITICAL DYNAMICS 
CHENOY (Anuradha M).U September 2001 And After: The 
Russian and Central Asian Response. India Quarterly. 57 (4),-
2001' 149-160. 
A new great game had been initiated in Central Asia and 
Afghanistan after September 11, 2001 Russia and many other 
powers were fully involved m that the Central Asian Oil and gas 
producers like Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan had taken position 
independent of Russia and asserted their independence of choice 
Turkmenism had stayed out of collective security arrangements 
with Russia, even though it had some bilateral arrangements 
independent for guarding its borders with the Russian militaiy 
Thus geopolitical dynamics cannot be wished away in the post 
September 11, 2001 eta 
75. _ , _ , _ , _ , IMPACT, GEOPOLITICAL 
SENGUPTA (Anita). Afghan Watershed for Central Asia. 
Economic and Political weekly. 36(42); 2001, Oct.,21; 3985-
3987. 
The reactions of the central Asian states to the United states 
wai against terrorism would be guided by the fact that while the 
Amencan presence in the region wars likely to be tempeioiy 
(74) 
Afghanistan would always be there on the other side of the bordei 
The war against terrorism would inevitably restructure regional 
alignments in Eurasia seemed to be a forgone conclusion The 
another possible fall out could be the establishment in Afghanistan 
of a northern alliance led coalition, domination by Tajiks, Uzbeks 
and Turkmen of central Asia origin Thus the significance of this 
geopolitical reality would be crucial in the determination of the 
direction that the politics of the reign assumes. 
76. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , GLOBAL ECONOMY 
SHASHANK ATOM, Ed. Attacks to Hit Global Economy. 
Competition wizard, 10(11); 2001, Nov.; 36. 
Corporate India reacted with shock and horror to the 
devastation terrorists strikes that shook the world's most powerful 
economy on September 11, 2001 morning there was also 
considerable concern over the well being of the staff of Indian 
companies who had their offices in the USA. Indian stock markets 
had fairly large portfolio investments from over seas, particular!) 
from US tunds Losses were yet to be assessed which could run 
into several million dollars The USA was the biggest trade and 
investment partner for India The short term impact of the using 
global prices Which had seen a 6 percent rice since the terroi 
attacks in the united states would not have much impact because 
there were enough petroleum stocks in the country to the last two 
months 
(75) 
77. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , REVOLUTION, WOMEN 
AHMAD RASHID. A Revolution. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 165 (22); 2002, June,6,- 21. 
Women in a remote desert town were makmg the most of 
Afghanistan's new democratic process As they walked into the 
main mosque in the remote desert town of Gurian and made an 
astonishing demand, because until a few month ago, women in 
Afghanistan barely counted as human but after the Taliban people 
there were totally isolated but they looked at the enthusiasm and 
the participation, especially from the women During the Taliban 
era they kept hope alive and run the school underground Now the 
women were motivated by the call by Hamid Karzai 
78. _ , _ , _ , _ , INDIAN SUPPORT 
JOSHI (Rajesh). The Northern Axis. Outlook. 61(41); 2001, 
Oct.,22; 38. 
The assistance given by India to Afghanistan during the wai 
m a first official admission union external affairs ministei Jaswdnt 
smg said that India had been providing medical assistance to the 
Northern Alliance India had not exactly wanted to advertise its co-
operation with the Northern Alliance to avert accusations of 
interfering in a foreign country India had been providing food 
supplies and medicines But Afghans wanted arms and ammunition 
India's humanitarian support was in the form of an Indian medical 
team campling in the Jajik town of Forkhar on the Jajik Afghan 
boi dei 
(76) 
K^. 
79. _ , _ , _ , _ , IN JUSTICE ^ - 2 . ^ " - ' ^ ^ 
MURLIDHARAN (Sukiimar). A deeper wider war. Frontline; 
18(25); 2001,Dec.,2; 127-129. 
Wars waged in the cause of civilization impose a heav) 
burden of responsibility not the least of them being the obligation 
to abide by international convenants. The use of heavy explosives 
in populated civilian areas, the bombing of hospitals and old people 
homes and the deliberately targeting of hydroelectric dams may 
have largely escaped adverse media attention. But the massacre o^ 
Taliban prisoners of war at the Qala-Jhangi fort might be preciscl)' 
the incident that exposes the inflated claims that were being made 
for the war by the richest against the poorest in the world. It needed 
a horrific carnage to wake the international communit} up to the 
monstrous injustice of the US war of terror against Afghanistan. 
80. _ , _ , _ , _ , INTERNATIONAL LAW 
MANI (V S). The fifth afghan war and international law. 
Economic and Political weekly. 37 (4); 2002, Jan., 26; 294-298. 
With the September 11 attack began the fifth war on 
Afghanistan starting with the 19''' century, the current war was the 
tlfth Afghan war being fought by foreign powers for the control of 
Afghan affairs. The general assembly and the security council of 
the united nations adopted resolution which strongly condemned 
the acts of terrorism, and asked the member states urgently to 
cooperate to bring to justice the perpetrators, organisors and 
sponsors of the outrages of September 11, 2001 and in combating 
terrorism worldwide. The NATO promptly declared that the 
(77) 
September 11 attacks amounted to an armed attack against a 
member of the Alliance within the ambit of Article 5 of the treaty 
of Washington, 1949. 
81. _ , _ , _ , _ , JIHAD 
SHELER (Jefery). Jihad and islamic scripture. Span. 62 (6); 
2001,Nov.-Dec.; 53. 
Muslim leaders around the world denounced the terrorist 
attacks as flagrants violations of Islamic law yet Muslim extremists 
often use religion to Justify what others called barbaric acts of 
violence. Islam teachers about Vv'aging a holy vv'ar. Islamic scholars 
said .lihad literally means a to stuggpertains first and foremost to 
masterhig one's passions and leading a virtuous life. In mainstream 
Islam, rules of Jihad forbid the targeting of non-combatants. There 
is no terrorism in Jihad or a threat to civilians, Koran and Islamic 
tradition teach that god deals harshly with those who take their own 
lives. Muslim extremists who strap on explosives and blow 
themselves up often see themselves as fighting in justice inflicted 
against their people. 
82. _ , _ , _ , _ , LOYA JIRGA 
YUSUFZAI (Sami). Day of the vampire. Newsweek. 139 (24); 
2002, June, 17; 16-17. 
As the Loya Jirga convenced in Kabul, a night more from 
Afghanistan past had returned to menace its future. The hellish 
standards of other Afghan warlords, Gulbuddin Hekmeit)'ar"s 
brutality stood out. The vampire was back and many Afghans were 
terrilled by the thought of what he might do next. For Afghanistan 
(78) 
Hekmatyar was more dangerous than Al-Qaeda Hekmatyar's only 
goal was to create a power vaciim through acts of terrorism. 
According to him he will make Afghanistan the grave yard of those 
who wanted to occupy it. 
83. CHERIAN (John). An Afghan Transition. Frontline. 19(14); 
2002, July,19; 53-54. 
The Bush administration's candidate Hamid Karzai was the 
head of the Afghan government, but it had been in cake walk. As 
expected the much advertised emergency Loya Jirga which met in 
Kabul in the middle of June, concluded with the reappointment of 
Hamid Karzai as head of the government. The Loya Jirga a three 
century old Afghan tradition is usually convened to bring about a 
consensus in politics. The country condition that have prevailed in 
the country in the last couple of leader had not been conducive for 
the holding of a truly representative Loya Jirga. 
84. _ , _ , _ , _ , MAZAR-I-SHARIF, WITHDRAWL TALIBAN. 
HAMMER (Joshua) and BARRY (John). A Win in the Fog of 
War. Newsweek. 138(21); 2001, Nov.,19; 12-17. 
Sprawling across a dusty plain just south of the mountains of 
Uzbekistan, the Northern Afghan city of, Mazar-i-sharif was a 
place where war and religion collide. Mazar-i-sharif became a 
battle ground and a grave yard once again. As American war planes 
bombarded Taliban front lines, the Northern Alliance launched a 
long awaited assault on the city. Thousands of Taliban troops 
escaped unscathed from Mazar and could launch a counter 
offensive, as they did three years ago. The defeat at Mazar was a 
(79) 
phychological set back for ihe Taliban as well. Their reircai had 
shattered the popular perception throughout Afghanislan ihai ihe 
Taliban were stalwart in the face of America's high lech assaulis 
85. _ , _ , _ , _ , MILITARY CAMPAIGN 
NOVLAKHA (Gautam) • ^ ' i '* '^ ^ lailure of imagination. 
Economic and Political weekly. 36 (40); 2001, Oct.,0; 3811-3813. 
September 11 horified everyone but there was no cuniensLi.s 
beyond this. No one thought about terrorism and its causcb. and 
real injustices prevail in our world that were being exploited b> 
fascist political ideologies. There was apprehension ihai re\enue 
and advantage at the cost of others were the over riding concein 
guiding the US administration in planning its miliiar\ campaign 
against Taliban Al-Qaeda which they themselves promoted I he 
US and NATO had an over whelming military superi(,)i-it_\ and the 
sense of revenge was a strong motive for the US troops. Bui what 
happened if despite the best human intelligence ihcy were unable lo 
"hunt' the terrorists, and their endurance put lo lesi in cragg> 
maintains of Hindukush that too in the winter. Then the impact of 
the US NATO military campaign against terrorism wiih impinye j.s 
the daily life of all. 
86. _ , _ , _ , _ , MILITARY PRESSURE 
YUSUFZAI (Rahimullah).: '- Fraction at Crvblal Ball. 
Ontlook. 61 (40); 2001, Oct. 15; 48-49. 
There was more than two tracks Mr King, there were aKo 
llnancial tracks with which they hope to struggle ihe financuil 
resources of Al-Qaeda. There were allempis lo di\ ide the lalihaii 
(80) 
There were other attempts by many nations to help and assist the 
opposition, the Northern Alliance and finally there was pressure 
brought by the coalition to include the possibility of military 
pressure. It was a multi track front. The delegation of the Northern 
Alliance led by Mohammed Yunus Quanuni which met the exiled 
king in Rome, agreed to form a supreme council of Afghan leaders 
which would they convene to, a traditional Loya Jirga or grand 
assembly. 
87. _ , _ , _ , _ , NEUTRALITY 
MUKERJI (Apratim). After the Taliban a Neutral 
Afghanistan. Mainstream. 39 (42); 2001, Oct.,6; 9-10. 
Afier the war a question was arised that the international 
community declare the post Taliban Afghanistan a neutral country 
a la Swizerland when one considered the toll that the country liad 
been made to pay for the nearly twenty three years of incessant 
warfare, on internationally guaranted neutrally of Afghanistan 
should appear also facilitate the reconstruction of the devastated 
country with the least possible handicaps and interruption. Durmg 
the days immediately after the September 11 terrorist attack on 
New York and Washington D.C the Bush administration succeeded 
in creating an impression that befitting the role super power station 
of the united states, a clearly defined policy with identified targets 
on Afghanistan was already in place and that this was in the 
process of being implemented. 
(81) 
88. _ , _ , _ , _ , OPERATION ANACONDA 
CHERIAN (John). War and Resistance. Frontline. 19(7); 2002, 
April, 12; 46-47. 
The heavy handed US military campaign in Afghanistan 
proceeded on its nearly course. But the military achievements hard 
clearly fallen short of the targets. The extend and furiousness of the 
fighting in eastern Afghanistan showed that the Taliban and the Al-
Qaeda forces continued to be active. The American military had 
launched operation Anaconda with much fanfare to trap what the 
Pentagon described as Al-Qaeda and non-Taliban fighters. The US 
military announced that more than 700 Taliban and Al-Qaeda 
fighters were killed and claimed that their command and control 
structure in Shah-e-kot had been destroyed. But the failure to 
capture Bin Laden or Mullah Omar had seriously dented the Bush 
administration's claim of a famous military victory in Afghanistan 
and Al-Qaeda continued to have cells in more than 59 countries. 
89. PRASANAN (R). Osama in Kashmir. The week. 19 (50); 2001, 
Nov., 18; 32-37. 
Indian intelligence agencies believed that Osama was hiding 
in Deosai in Pakistan occupied Kashmir. And the presence of Al-
Qaeda there had brought India and Pakistan closer to a conflict. But 
according to Indian intelligence American were searching in the 
wrong places. Osama latest video clipping had limestone and 
coverms in the background. This made American geologists infer 
that the spot was some where in Pakistan in Afghanistan, close to 
the Pakistan order. Though yet to be confirmed there had been 
(82) 
reports of Osama or his Al-Qaeda terrorists having been spoted in 
Hyderabad as well as Kashmir. The presence of Al-Qaeda in the 
Northern Areas, followed by talk of hot pursuits had indeed 
brought the two countries closer to a conflict but the bigger 
concern was whether the Americans would enter Kashmir a 
prospect unacceptable to both India and Pakistan. 
90. HOSEN BALL (Mark). The Hijackers let Escape. News week. 
139 (83); 2002, June, 10; 10-17. 
The CIA tracked two suspected terrorists to a Qaeda summit 
in Malaysia in January 2000, then looked on as they re-entered 
America and began preparation for September 11. A dozen of 
Osama Bin Laden trusted followers. Posing as tourists, plotted 
future terrorists strikes against the United states US intelligence 
had mind of the Qaeda gathering special branch. Malaysia's 
security service agreed to follow and photograph the suspected 
terrorists. Laden operatives truck bombed two US embassies in 
Africa FBI understood Al-Qaeda's way of operating and how it 
managed to mishandle the key clues it did have it's the possibility 
that agents could have identified all 19 hijackers and still not 
figured out what they were up to. 
9L MALHOTRA (Inder). Afghanistan War, India and Pakistan. 
Mainstream. 39(43); 2001, Oct.,13; 4-5. 
It was only to be expected the first war of the twenty first 
century or the second Afghan war was already raging. There was 
no way the Bush administration in the United states could have 
allowed October 11 to pass without taking the kind of military 
(83) 
action against Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban that could be 
visible to the Americans and the world at large on TV screens It 
was too early yet to come to any judgement about the rudimentary 
weaponry and primitive infrastructure and the Al-Qaeda outfit of 
the elusive Osama hidden in the pamirs rather than the Hmdu-kush 
with piecision bombing and the pin point use of cruise missiles, the 
US tiooped to destroy the Taliban military machine 
92. __, _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , B-52 JUSTICE 
HIRSH (Michael). Warlords and B-521 News week. 139(9); 
2002, March,4; 18-19. 
Afghans squabbling over sheep expected US power to settle 
scores In Afghanistan two warlords wanted to settle on argument 
they called upon a phantom in the skies That was not anothei 
medieval superstition common to that rocky Primitive land which 
was still dominated by fierce men in turbans and their ancestois 
did The warlords point unward and warn their rivals that a B-52 
justice could soon fall like a curse on their houses that Afghans 
who broke the peace would suffer devastation fiom the stunning 
assortment of precision targeted weapons that destroyed the 
Taliban B-52 peace keeping Afghan officials argued had also 
began to stymie American's main mission rooting out Qaeda tiying 
to seize that moment hoping to won the Americans away from the 
war lords 
(84) 
93. _ , „ , _ , _ , _ , CAPTURE 
VASUDEVA (P K). Is India Prepared for the War as 
Terrorism./^//v^. 230; 2001, Dec.; 88-91. 
A3 pronged attack by sky faring terrorists having connection 
with Osama Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda not work on the citadel of 
America's economic and military might on 11 September was 
unimagmably devastating. It killed thousands of people and 
destroyed billions of dollars of property, taking America backward 
by a few years of development that distardly attack on the USA 
evoked a medley of emotions. The whole world including the 
Taliban etc had condemned the terrorist attacks The international 
community which the modern world faced from international 
terrorism. Osama Bin Laden's capture would mark the beginning 
of America's multinational and multi billion dollar war m 
tenorism. Terrorist organizations were deadly against Pakistan 
giving any support to America to attack Afghanistan from its soil 
94. BORKE (Jason). Ellusive prey. India Today. 26(52); 2001, Dec, 
24; 42-44. 
The campaign to capture Osama Bin Laden run into 
difficulties and the US was confronted with the nightmarish 
possibility of Al-Qaeda regrouping after his escape. Hundreds of 
Mujahideen warriors rushed foiivard from their bunkers and 
trenches their first target was Al-Qaeda fighters and the second was 
Osama Bin Laden, the subject of the biggest man hunt in world 
history The battle at Tora Bora was a microcosm of the broader 
fight to wind up Al-Qaeda US special forces acrossed Southern 
(85) 
Afghanistan had mounted road blocks on the main roads bridges to 
intercept Tahban officials and to prevent supplies reaching 
Kandahar The Pakistani sourced told that Talibans had strong 
links with the tribes in the area and they could hide their ]dentit> 
but Bin was reported to have instructed his aids to kill him to 
pievent capture by the Northern Alliance or the Americans 
95. McGIRK(Tim). Anatomy of a Raid. Time^l59{\4); 2002, April, 
15; 20-23. 
Inside the capture of Al-Qaeda chief Abu Zubaydah and his 
teiioi network The hunted man was Abu Zubaydah 31, the Saudi 
bom PalestiWan who helped assemble the inner mechanisms of 
Osama Bin Laden's world wide terror network It was like most of 
the September 11 hijackers in the mid 1990 he moved to 
Afghanistan where his zeal and efficiency earned him a place in 
Al-Qaeda's inner circle Zubaydah monitored his contacts and e-
mails foi a long as possible to unlock his secret plots and picked up 
clues about Bin Laden 
96. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , ERADICATE. 
MUKARJI (Apratim). In Deeper Morass. Mainstream. 60(17); 
2002, April,13; 18-32. 
Unmistakable signs of disquiet in the minds of the united 
states and its allies over the future in Afghanistan were creeping in 
General Tommy Frances the top US commander in Afghanistan 
was seeking Russian help in finishing off the remnants of Al-
Qaeda and the Taliban The US administration itself was unwilling 
to hazard a guess as to the number of Al-Qaeda and Taliban 
(86) 
fighters who had survived operations enduring freedom and 
Anaconda British mihtary experts beheved that there should still be 
10,000 or more such men in the hills of Afghanistan Bush 
administration would like to see happen was an eventual failure to 
completely up root and eradicate both Al-Qaeda and the Taliban 
But the situation in Afghanistan in the few month had under gone 
dramatic changes, the most dramatic being of course the oustei of 
the Taliban from power 
97. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , ISLAMIC TERRORISM 
MlSHRA(Umakant). Terrorism: A Psychological Stud\. 
Journal of peace studies, 9(1); 2002, Jan-Feb.; 9-25. 
September 11 blasted as Islamic terrorism, with a naked face 
leaving the issue of the Islamic nature of September 11 attack to 
religion monicheans and clashes of civilizations theorists to argue 
out among themselves, the nature and context of terrorism wanient 
an understanding of deeper psychological issues involved in its 
origin and growth The wide network of Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda and 
on under current of support among the Muslim hoi pollars levealed 
that the growth of terrorism was more than a mere reappeaiance of 
the spirit of the crusade or, cross border terrorism as Indian 
government claimed it out to be 
98. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , PERSPECTIVE 
RIYAZ PANJABI. Perspective on International Terrorism-II. 
Journal of peace studies. 9(1); 2002, Jan-Feb.; 3-8. 
The perspective as global terrorism had undergone a sea 
change during the last six months The phenomenon of dissipation 
(87) 
of Al-Qaeda and disintegration of Taliban in Afghanistan had 
prodded the community of scholars The rise of Taliban and its 
capacity to provide structural social, political and logistic suppoit 
to Al-Qaeda would not have been easy in case the atmospheie 
generated with the engagement of Afghan Arab guerillas, projected 
as Mujahideen, would not had been persisted in Afghanistan The 
phenomenon of terrorism assumed new forms and manifested in 
diverse ways after the end of cold war The war against global 
tenonsm commenced with the tragic events of September II, 
perceived to have been led of Osama Bin Laden and his infamous 
Al-Qaeda Network 
99. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , REGROUPINGS 
MOREAU (Ron). / Al-Qaeda's New Threat. News 
week. 139(18); 2002, June,10; 18-21. 
In a lecent spring day in Pakistan, top Taliban officials held 
a kind of reunion, al fresco chatting amiably in the middle of the 
Jalozai Afghan refugee camp about 12 miles outside Peshawai 
were some of Osama Bin Ladens chief protection the Talibans 
deputy foreign minister Abdul Rahman Zaid, and a top defence 
ministry officials, genera! Jalil Yusuf zai among otheis Others 
Taliban were living comfortably in the border cities of suiviving 
Qaeda operatives had infiltrated most major cities of Pakistan At 
least according to Arab intelligence Al-Qaeda as an oiganization 
had been crippled 
(88) 
100. MUKARJI (Apratem). Taliban Al-Qaeda are Regrouping. 
MainstreamM{U); 2002, March,23; 5-6, 32. 
The regrouping of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighters in 
south and east Afghanistan, closed to the border with Pakistan was 
causing concern in India and other neighbouring countries. The 
survivors of the US led global coalition campaign against terrorism 
had largely escaped into Pakistan towards the end of last November 
and had since returned and regrouped in southern and eastern 
Afghanistan, after having moved in from the Pakistan town of 
Miren-Shah land was allocated, foreign technicians and experts 
would be engaged in reconstruction activities, then explosmg them 
to threats from the remnants of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda India was 
one of the handful of countries which had consistently cautioned 
the Americans against any hastly assumption about the collapse of 
the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. The security scenario in Afghanistan, 
therefore remained a source in worry for the neighbours as well as 
the international community. 
101. AFRRZ (Habilhaf), Ed. The Invisible Enemy. The Economist. 
363 (8273); 2002, May,18; 36. 
The remaining Al-Qaeda and Taliban fighters left m 
Afghanistan were proving to be maddeningly elusive. If they exist 
at all. British and American troops returned to their bases on May 
13 ^ after operations that once again failed to find enemy fighters. 
Some of the enemy seemed to be out there somewhere. The British 
had been searching mountain ranges in south-eastern Afghanistan. 
Besides the terrorists had moved into Pakistan where special forces 
(89) 
were helping Pakistan's army to search for them Afghanistan's 
interim leader Hamid Karzai, had quietly told his western friends 
that he did not mind what the foreign forces call themselves as long 
as they were prepared mostly just by being there to provide a stable 
atmosphere. 
102. CALABRESI (Massimo) and RATENSAR (Romesh). Can we 
stop the next attack'!.Time. 159(9); 2002, March, 11; 24-34. 
Six months after September 11, America had taken the fight 
to Al-Qfieda, but behind the scenes, the CIA bond FBI had been in 
a desperate scramble to fix a broken system before another strike 
came as skies tried to tighter the net, a group of US officials 
believed that the worst nightmare of their lives something even 
more horrific than 9/11 was about to come true. Thousands of Al-
Qaeda terrorists survived the US military assault in Afghanistan 
and were beginning to regroup. 
103. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , SEARCH MISSION 
ZAKARIA (Farced). Let Iraq wail: Finish Al-Qaeda. News 
week. 138(24); 2001, Dec, 10; 13. 
With victory on the horizon in Afghanistan Washington 
pundits were back to their favorite sport. The war against Al-Qaeda 
was over destroying the Taliban regime turned out to be easy. 
Finding and killing the Al-Qaeda leadership could prove more 
difficult requiring search missions and guerilla warefare, this phase 
of the military action in Afghanistan was crucial, the war against 
Taliban it sheltered Al-Qaeda and Al-Qaeda had the interest and 
the capability to acquire weapons of mass destruction. The 
(90) 
September 11 attacks appeared to have been planned for a lot longer 
than the two years originally estimated. And destroying Al-Qaeda 
meant continuing the dragnet around the world there was a vast global 
organizations that killed thousands of Americans. 
104. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , SHAHIKOT VALLEY, OPERATION 
ANACONDA 
NORDLAND (Rod). The Unfinished War. Newsweek. 138(12); 
2002, March, 25; 21. 
Despite a seemingly clear victory in the Shahikot valley, US 
forces were likely to face further resistance. At the tail end of 
operation Anaconda. Some American victories were a bit pyrrhic. 
Afghan commander said that hundreds of guerrillas could had escaped 
including up to 150 Chechens. Sources in Peshawar claimed that 
Taliban and Qaeda forces had begun to regroup in areas along both 
sides of the border and during the fighting Qaeda guerrillas managed 
to buy or win over local Afghans. 
105. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , SHELTER, PAKISTAN 
YUSUFZAl (Rahimullah). Sheltered in Pakistan. Outlook. 61(51); 
2001, Dec.,31; 42-44. 
The famous Pakistan Afghan border might have enabled Osama 
to escape to its tribal belt. The Taliban had been outsted, Tora Bora 
had fallen the Al-Qaeda network in Afghanistan was in complete 
disarray. But the many questions about the Osama remained unsolved. 
Some Al-Qaeda fighters who surrendered in Tora Bora felt Bin 
Laden had crossed into Pakistan. It was true Bin Laden had a 
huge following among those religious parties, and leaders who 
were supports of the Taliban, he also considered a hero 
(91) 
in the semi dominated tribal agencies The lower ranks of the 
Pakistan army had immense sympathy for Al-Qaeda and its leader 
There were some who felt that could embolden Bin Laden to take 
shelter under their protection 
106. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , TALIBAN, EMNANST 
WARE (Michael). Encountering the Taliban. Time. 159(12); 
2002, April,l; 20-21. 
Taliban and Al-Qaeda remnants in the Shah-i-kot valley on a 
unqualified and absolute success The anti American forces by 
various accounts were finding support from a coalition of disperate 
groups withm Afghanistan These included the Iranian backed 
Hezb-I-Islami movement which before the Taliban came to powei 
was one of the most dangerous factions among the Afghan 
mujahidin and Ittehad-I-Islami, which had a few thousands 
underfunded troops in Southern Afghanistan Thus this fight was 
likely to be patchy, frustrating and drawn out 
107. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , TRAINING CAMPS. 
HOSEN BALL (Mark). The Mou th Piece of Terror. News 
week. 139 (22); 2002, June,3; 30. 
A thirty years old Palestinian named Abu Zubaydah was the 
top recruiter and trainer for Bin Laden's terrorist network, vv'ithin 
Al-Qaeda Zubaydah played the chief operating officer to Bin 
Laden's chairman with Ayman Al-Zawahiri the number two acting 
on the organizations CEO and head stregist and he was the 
administrator incharge of the entire network of paramihtar) 
training camps run by Bin Laden inside Taliban controlled 
(92) 
Afghanistan. He was the last high ranking Qaeda leader newly 
minted Jihad fighters saw after graduating from traming camp and 
heading out into an unsuspecting world on their terrorist 
assignment. 
108. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , BOMBING, COMPAIGN, TERRORIST, 
FINANCE 
GRANITSAS (Alkman).-- Terrorism's Tithe. Far 
Eastern Economic Review. 164(45); 2001, Nov.,15; 22. 
The united states continued its bombing of Afghanistan also 
stepping up its campaign against terrorist financing. Islamic 
charities that channel money to the Al-Qaeda group of Osama Bin 
Laden and spread his brand of radical Islam abroad. US treasury 
department has added five Saudi and Pakistani Islamic charities to 
its list of terrorist organizations, and ordered American banks 
around the world to freeze their assets. Charities and aid agencies 
made excellent covers for teiTorist organizations most countries 
welcome them without too much scrutiny of their employees or 
their supplies. The international Islamic Relief Organization, 
related to Bin Laden operates an Orphanage. Other type of 
foundation as Al Zaytum also had relation to Network which was 
related to Bin Laden US digged deeper into the money trail of Bin 
Laden on the other hand Nasroul Hamzah of Al Azhar strictly told 
the United states had no right to control them and their community 
owns the foundation and only they had the right to control them. 
(93) 
109, _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , COMMUNICATION 
BURKE (Jaron). Taking on the World. India Today. 26(40); 
200t, Oct., 22; 30-33. 
In the summer of 1999 flushed with the triumph of the east 
African bombings, Osama Bin Laden sent a secret message from 
his hide out m Afghanistan to members of his cell m the Pakistan 
City of Peshawar, Across the world, his various association group 
and individual alike sprang into the action Their task to bus 
weapon The weapon, mainly light arms oi anti task locket 
launcher , were more suited to conventional mfantory based war, 
fare than modern terrorism on the other hand Mullah Mohammed 
Omar the leader of the Taliban knew that Emir had played a critical 
role in recent fighting and that his support will be individual fural 
battle against the Northern Alliance This was a South Asia 
correspondent from 1998 to 2000 
110. SEABROOK (Jeremy). Paradise and the Mind of Terror. 
Nation and the World. 11(245); 2002, Jan.,16; 24-28. 
The extra ordinary communication by the Al-Qaeda 
movement that it had as many young men devoted to death on the 
US had devoted to life was a stunning announcement and it 
rendered the struggle of the elusive network of terror even more 
incomprehensible to the Western sensibility The taking of 
innocent lives m the name of religion represented a trawesty of 
Islam The decay of belief in heaven and hell in the Western Woild 
had transformed the Psyche of the west The mmd of teiToi was not 
only to be lead in the fanaticism of extremists, but also m the teiioi 
(94) 
of the mind that saw in death only the external eclipse of the light of 
pleasure by which life was to be led. 
111. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , CONTRIBUTION, SUSPECTED, MASTER-
-MIND 
YUSUFZAI (RahimuUah). Osama Bin Laden: The man and his 
cause. Young Muslim Digest. 23(8); 2001, Nov.; 45-47. 
Osama Bin Laden role as a man who became pivotal to the 
Taliban began in the late Nineties when he returned to his former 
hunting grounds Afghanistan where he had fought the Soviets. Bin 
Laden suspected of masterminding the terrorist strikes in New York 
and Washington, only arrived in Afghanistan, where he had fought the 
Jihad against soviet occupation in the eighties. He had lived for five 
and half years in Sudan and made significant investments in that 
country. Bin Laden had fought for about ten years in the Jihad against 
the soviet occupation troops in Afghanistan and left sometime after 
the withdrawal of the Red, Army in 1989 Bin Laden's Al-Qaeda 
organization was small and loosely knit. It was a member of the 
International Islamic Front for Jihad against the US and Israel, which 
was supposed to serve as an Umbrella organization for Islamic groups 
in several countries. 
112. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , DEFENDED 
SIDDIQUI (Abhik N). The war of images. Mainstreams. 39(47); 
2001,Nov.,10; 10-11. 
Since the attack on the World Trade Centre and the 
Pentagon, the identity of Muslims had under gone a marked 
transformation. Before the attacks there was on under current of 
suspicious and hostility which occasionally came out in different 
(95) 
forms but never before had one community and its people been 
targeted so openly After the attack of America on Afghanistan the 
situation was that every one was considering his rehgious duty to 
defend Osama Bin Laden and join the fight against the abstract 
demon called the Western World, Muslim waging a war against all 
the countries of the Western World 
113. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , FUNDAMENTALIST DOCTRINES 
REES MOGG (William). How could one Man Get it all so 
Wrong?. Nation and the World. 10 (244); 2001, Dec.;6; 18-19. 
Osama Bin Laden was hiding and running at any moment he 
might be caught or killed. His failure would go a long way to 
discredit his strategy, it was not last and Islamic resulation it was 
not first for him his fundamentalist doctrines would remain 
dangerous long after he had met whatever fate awaits him Osama 
Bin Laden's objectives were to realize the Islamic masses and to 
wear down the will of the United states, which he had seen as the 
great enemy of Islam The terror strikes at the Twin Towers were 
intended to frighten the American public and draw the united states 
into fighting a war on his chosen ground of Afghanistan But the 
attack on New York failed in strategic objectives 
114. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , HAND OVER 
DANG (Satyapal). Fight Against Terrorism: Not by Guns 
Alone. Mainstream. 39(45); 2001, Oct.,7; 5-6. 
A war was on Afghanistan It had been launched by the USA 
and its most loyally, Britain It was supposed to be a war against 
global terrorism bemg waged under the leadership of the USA It 
(96) 
sounded strange because the US govemments had been the biggest 
pio-teiioiists government ni the woild And that was not led to the 
suspicious that the war was not led to the suspicion that the war 
was not only to catch Osama Bin Laden and his gang but had also 
look something with these two countries As regarded the Taliban, 
the US president had himself declared that they would have no 
quariel with them if they hand over Osama Bm Laden On the 
other hand UNO was trying to take such steps end to war, airest 
and fair trial of Osama Bin Leader a new interim government in 
Afghanistan in place of the Taliban regime and it must be 
understood that terrorism could not be overcome by guns alone 
115. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , HITLER 
TAMIM ANSAR , Think Taliban, Think Nazis. Communalism 
combat. 8(72); 2001, Oct.; 21. 
There was war between America and Afghanistan and man> 
steps, taken by America were veiy dangerous one of them 
bombing, was called Bombing Afghanistan back to the stone age, 
that would mean kilhng mnocent people, had nothing to do with 
this atrocity, were at war Taliban and Osama Bin Laden were at 
war Taliban and Osama Bm Laden were responsible foi the 
atrocity in New York, and something was being done against them 
by Northern Alliance According to the people of Afghansitan 
Osama Bin Laden was known as Hitler And the flying ovei Kabul 
and dioppmg bombs wouldn't be a stnke against the ciimmals uho 
did that hoirific thing The only way to get Bin Laden was to get 
Bin Laden was to go in there with giound troops But Osama Bin 
(97) 
Laden believed that if he could get a war started he could constitute 
the entity. He had the complete support of Taliban. 
116. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , ISLAMIC UTOPIA 
DASGUPTA (Swapon). Osama Bin Laden and How he 
Changed our Lives. India To day.21 {1); 2001, Jan.7; 27-30. 
Osama Bin Laden was this century's first inheritor of the 
mantle of evil. He aroused the submind passions of his chosen 
flock with the dream of an Islamic Utopia a state of being that 
would replicate the medievalism of ?"' century Arabia. His 
instrument of salvation vv'as Jihad a doctrine of murder an 
abnoxious as the Nazi a final solution. He combined dogmatic 
certitude with total ruthlessness, without even a touch of remorse. 
It is crime was more than masterminding the hijacking of four 
commercial aircraft and killing some 4,000 people on September 
11. He neatly hijacked a war revenged country and made it the 
nerve center of terror, he nearly hijacked an entire an faith and 
almost triggered a class of civilizations. Bin Laden was thwarted 
by the power of technology and the resolve of drcency. 
117. _ , _ , _ , _ , KASHMIR, TRAINING. 
KRISHNA (N). Al-Qaeda in Kashmir./i//v6^ 231; 2002; 9-11. 
Osama Bin Laden had confirmed the suspicious in the Indian 
minds that the freedom struggle in Kashmir was being waged by 
his terrorists trained on Afghan soil and the terrorists camps were 
organized and funded by the Al-Qaeda in collaboration with 
Pakistan. Bin Laden had admitted his involvement in terrorism in 
Kashmir and the running of terrorist training camps in Afghanistan 
(98) 
was understandable he made clear that the freedom fighters in 
Jammu and Kashmn- were Al-Qaeda trained meli, western leadeis 
soft pedal it on the ground that the fighting was a part of a 
secogionist movement Al-Qaeda was using to stoke militant 
fundamentalism in many parts of the world 
118. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , MONEY TRAIL 
GRANITAS (Alkman). The Cash Flow. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 164 (39); 2001, Oct.^; 28. 
As the united states threatened to punish foreign banks that 
did not freeze terrorists assets, Asia's financial regulators were 
looking for one thing the money trail of Osama Bin Laden. Infact, 
there was hints that Asia might be at the center of Bin Laden's 
world wide financial network The problem regulators faced how to 
crackdown on the region's vast underground banking system The 
likely channel Bin Laden used to transfer his cash without 
imposing owners new regulations on legitimate business 
transactions There was certainty evidence that Bin Ladens money 
was floating around Asia. His past associates said that he used 
banks in Hong Kong and Malaysia In Indonesia too, there were 
dark suspicious that Bin Laden helped finance extremist Islamic 
groups A bigger impediment to traking Bin Laden's money might 
be Asia's age old underground banking systems that weie 
widespread in South Asia and among Chfnese communities in East 
Asia 
(99) 
J19. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , SEARCH 
RAMO (Joshua Cooper). In Hot Pursuit. TimeA58{l4); 2001, 
Oct.^; 24-27. 
US was furiously seaiching foi Osama Bm Laden The hills 
around Kabul an area where Bin Laden may be hiding, sit at neail\ 
the same latitude as Phoenix, Ariz, though Kabul's elevation made 
it colder and clearer Bin Laden had many advantages operating in 
his favour as he tried to elude an American dragnet special forces 
of US had been moving m and out of Afghanistan for three years 
looking for Bin Laden But they faced the challenge of captuimg a 
man who knew the terrain had dozens of hideouts and was 
surrounded by loyal followers It look five years of training to 
make a Delta Force operatives and of all the tactical missions it 
practiced that was among the most difficult launching into hostile 
teiTitory hundred of miles from any support and hunting out a way 
target Bin Laden remained target no 1 in that wai But Bush 
Administration, committed to capturing Bin Laden dead or alive no 
strike at all was the one option it did not seem to have any longei 
120. McGEARY (Johanna). Ears to the Ground. TimeA5S{\5)\ 
2001, Oct.^5; 36-37. 
To take out Osama Bin Laden with a search and destioy 
mission they had just a few minutes to find identity and attack that 
was Osama He was protected by caves and safe houses and ultra 
lo>al body guards He travels with a few aids he has known foi life 
ill vehicles that change dail> with a decoiy double ncaibv so to 
scaicli Laden US must gels it eyes and eais down to giound lexel 
(100) 
Taliban fighters float through to sky and resupply every Afghan 
faction had its representatives in some dim houses so the US 
needed others silent partners for the search like locals and rebels 
lied to the Northern Alliance rebels tied to the Northern Alliance. 
121. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , SUSPECTION 
HIRISH (Michael). 'We 've hit the targets. News week. (Extra 
E(L)\ 2001; 36-39. 
The message sent by Bin Laden that they had we have hit the 
target made him the prime suspect and that it seemed a empty boast 
on February 7, 1995 Ramzi Yusef considered the mastermind of 
the 1993 World Trade Center bombing was being escorted in 
Shackles back to NewYork city. The FBI had just seized Yousef in 
Pakistan, and agents felt they could crow a little an FBI SWAT 
commands pulled up his captives blind fold and nudged him as 
they flew in a helicopter over mid Manhattan pointing to the 
WTC's lights glowing in the clear night by the end of America's 
day of horror US intelligence officials said, most people inside the 
federal government where almost certain about, 90 percent certain 
the consensus had it that Bin Laden and his global organization 
(Al-Qaeda) were behind the attack. 
122. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , TARGET 
AMIR MIR. Target Osama. Outlook.\5\{4iy, 2001, Dec.,3; 32-
33. 
United states first objective was Osama Bin Laden for this 
purpose Washington desperately wanted to know v/here he was 
whoever provided the answers would get $25 million, permanent 
(101) 
residence in America and security of life The Northern Alhance 
sweep through northern Afghanistan, and the change of powei 
from the Tahban to former Mujahideen commandors in the broad 
swathi of territory in the south east had triggered a massive hunt 
for Bin Laden US special forces had initiated a cave to cave search 
for the elusive Al-Qaeda boss After Osama Mullah Omar was the 
search 
123. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , TORA BORA, HIDEOUT 
BELLO (Walden). The American way of War. Frontline. 19(3); 
2002, Feb.45; 58. 
The successful use of air power in Afghanistan by the US 
might prompt it to me the same tactic to intervene in other 
countries that allegedly aid terrorists By Washington's logic fire 
ciackers should be then going off every where in celebration, as the 
counter teiTor crusaders zers in as Osama Bin Laden's hideout in 
Tora Bora Europe was cool, there was apprehension through out 
the south, and outiight despondency blankers much of the Aiab and 
Muslim world On the othei hand many of the US Euiopean allied 
had similarly rushed to take advantage of the anti-ten011st climate 
to tty to push through a whole raft of legislation that had been 
waiting in the wings befoie September 11 
124. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , US. TROOPS 
WILB^' (Peter). A Lethal Superpower. New Statesman. 
15(688); 2002, Jan._,7; 4-5. 
2002 such a potentially dangeious year foi huinanit> was not 
an Amencan failure in Afghanistan most critics of the wai, on the 
(102) 
left at least, never expected or predicted failure Osama Bui Laden 
himself had not been found but the government that protected liim. 
and the fighters who supported him, had been ulterly routed Tlic 
American perforaiance military and diplomatic 11 September 
which initially seemed to reveal a new American weakness and 
vulnerability, had actually heralded a new, and quite alarmiiig, 
American strength and confidence. No, povv'er in history thereloie. 
had been in the position that Ainerica enjoyed. But that was a wai 
that could never finally be won. Even as U S troops hand down Bin 
Laden. 
125. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , US-COOPERATION, PAKISTAN 
MUBASHIR HUSSAIN Pakistan - US Co- operation. Mainstream. 
39(42); 2001,Oct., 6; 3-4. 
President Mushairaf had acted correctly in pleadmg help io 
the USA in its hour of distress and anguish. The heinous and 
unspeakable crime committed by those who on Septembei ! 1 
caused thousand of death of innocent men, woman and children 
had only been exceeded once human histoiy, a chapter best to be 
forgotten under the UN charter the US must not expect Pakistan lo 
interfere 'in the internal affairs of Afghanistan Pakistan liad made 
monumed mistake m going into Afghanistan US and \ \ l u 
countries should withdraw sanction against Pakistan for suppl\ cd 
spare ammunition for which Pakistan had already paid Pakistan 
should avail the opportunity of this dialogue to impress upon the 
united state of this that it is no inpress possible to sustain a violence 
free world order. 
(103) 
126 _ , _ , _ , _ , RECONSTRUCTION 
HAJARE (Nisid). Rising from the rubble. A^^ H^^  week. 138(25); 
2001,Dec., 17; 21. 
The world had set itself a task that may prove more difficult 
than defeating the Taliban resurrecting Afghanistan as a viable 
state, and gorging Afghans into a unified people once again. 
Afghanistan was the picture of an unmade nation. Its cities were 
half rubble. Then the rebuilding itself began Afghan must be 
employed to repair everything from airports to ancient canals. 
Afghan must be encouraged to return and help re-establish a 
professional class. All that was mere mechanics. There was need to 
repair the social and national bonds that fray during two decades of 
chaos. 
127. AFRRZ (Habilhat), Ed. Rebuilding Afghanistan. The 
Economist. 363(8276); 2002, June, 8; 13-14. 
Loya Jirga was just the beginning and six months after a blue 
print for its political transition was drafted in Bonn, Afghanistan 
was about the take the next step as the road to peace. Many 
obstracles needed to be overcome before they did that Loya Jirga 
should not be misread as the clear-cut happy ending of a successful 
American military intervention. It was the tentative beginning of 
what was likely to be, if all that went well, a long period of 
political and economic reconstruction. The first hurdle was the 
need to rebalance the ethnic composition of the government. The 
interim administration connected in Bonn reflected the military 
balance of power after the Taliban's dense. Along with foreign 
(104) 
muscle, Ihe new Afghan government needed foreign money. There 
can be no lasting security without some hope of prosperity etc. The 
best they could do was to help Afghanistan find its own path to 
political reconciliation. 
128. SYED SHAHABUDDIN. The immediate task in Afghanistan. 
Nation ami the world. 10 (243); 2001, Dec, 16; 18-19. 
The most immediate task in the history of Afghanistan after 
the fall of the Taliban regime and the return of the united front 
government headed by president Burhanuddin Rubbani to Kabul, 
from ii" won ousted by the Taliban in 1996, was a historic water 
shid and a milstone in the long civil war through which Afganistan 
had passed during the last quarter of a century. It v/as not certain 
whether the Rabbani government vv'ould be able to take over the 
whole country and hold it together. The UN Secretary General with 
the mandate of the Security Council had been long trying to bring 
about an end the political settlement among the v/arning groups. 
After that to restore law and order to would there private armies 
and militian into a national army. The other one war the gigantic 
task of reconstruction of Afghanistan ravaged by civil war and 
American bombings. Such types of tasks were performed in past 
Taliban. 
129. BURKI (Shahid Javed). Economic construction of Afghanistan. 
Nation and the world 11 (245); 2002, Jan., 16; 28-30. 
The war against international terrorism with Afghanistan had 
defied most predictions when it began on October 7 with intense 
(105) 
u s bombing, there was an assumption that the Taliban regime 
would collapse quickly. It could not possibly endure the 
destruction wrought by so many high precision bombs. The 
Taliban seeming endurance reactivated those experts-talking heads 
as they were sometimes called as having said all along that the US 
had taken a for hardened by history. The sudden collapse of the 
Taliban had brought to the surface some sharp differences among 
the allies who had been quickly assembled under the umbrella put 
up by America. Then the international community began to think 
about the last of reconstructing Afghanistan. 
30. RUSTAMJI (K F). Imperatives for Pakistan, Afghanistan. 
Nation and the world 11 (247); 2002, Feb., 16; 5-6. 
Indian had failed to gauge the extent to which Pakistan had 
been hurt and humbled by all that had happened in Afghanistan. 
Taliban was supported by Bhutto Government. India had thought 
to help Afganistan economically to recover from the ravages of 
terrorism and "war" and re-establish their economic on a sound and 
secure basis clearly trade and support to craft and industries, 
electricity and agriculture were the first priority, The whole 
condition against terrorism must undertake the big tank then to 
helping both countries on a massive scale, hidia and Pakistan 
would have to stop reckless spending on armaments and develop 
trade and joint ventures. Afganistan and Pakistan could become 
flourishing nations in two or three years time and be free from 
bigotry and gun culture. 
(106) 
131. HIEBERT (Murray). The Burden of Victory Fqr Eastern 
Economic Review. 169 (43); 2001, Nov.; 16. 
Republishing Afghanistan after it had been ravaged by more 
than two decades of war, drought and civil disorder might prove 
every bit as difficult as hunting down osama bin laden the united 
states and its allies began the tedious task of cobbling together plan 
to restore Afghanistan's agriculture, rebuild roads, create jobs for 
returning refugees, clear mines, expand health care and reestablish 
a judicial system Power also referred to the difficulties in 
launching a massive reconstruction effort For starters, he pointed 
out that continued fighting m Afghanistan made it impossible even 
to loan comprehensive survey of the country's needs Power also 
warned rival war lords that Afghanistan could not expect laige-
scale reconstruction and unit it has an interim government that 
would lead to a broad-bared government including all of the 
country's ethnic groups 
132. MlJRLlDHARAN(Sukumar). Vengeanee and War. Front line. 
19 (3); 2002, Feb., 15; 52-53. 
The Moral halo that the US does not in the afteimath ol 
September had been shattered, more so after the outrage over the 
treatment of Taliban and AI-Qaeda prisoners at the US militar> 
done of guantanamo-bay The war against terrorism was inheienth 
are where a true could nevei be declared US president opened the 
year with the warning to his countrymen that 2002 would be a yeai 
of war The reconstruction effort in Afghanistan moved into high 
gear with large commitments of act being made by donan at a 
(107) 
conference m Tokyo US continued bombmg roads on location 
where Taliban fighter and Al-Qaeda guerillas affiliated to the 
fugitive Saudia million, Osama Bin Laden, were known to cluster 
133. SALl (Ranjit). Reconstruction of Afghanistan into a Modern 
World, Economic and political weekly.31(2);20(i2,3nn-,l2; 118-
120. 
Afghanistan presented a unique case of leconstruction Its 
Significance for world was enormous This note maps the vital 
issues in the economy polity and society of Afghanistan the wai in 
Afghanistan was a clash of civilization On December 5,2001 in 
bonn, the participants in the un talks on Afghanistan signed a 
landmaik agreement on provisional arrangements pending the 
reestablishment of permanent government institutions m 
Afghanistan The challenge was manifold political ,economic , 
social All Afghanistan forces and armed groups fighting Taliban 
would be demobilized under the provisions of the Bonn agieement 
they would be reorganized according to the requirements of the 
new Afghan security and armed forces social stability would be 
majoi concern for Afghanistan 
134. C AR^ L (Christon). The Ways of Warlords. News week. 139(6); 
2002, Feb.41; 14-15. 
As factional fighting returned to Afghanistan at least one 
would be warlord was trying to bring peace by taking awa\ 
weapons not wielding them Like most Afghans toling assault titles 
and grenade launchers, the men loitering beneath the walls of the 
mud buck fort outside the northern town of Aliabad looked like 
(108) 
they were spoiling for a fight But the tiirboned warriors do httle 
more than gawk when general Aliqullah Baryalai, roll up Taking 
gams away from Afghan seemed once of the more hopless and 
quixotic tasks in the effort to rebuild the ravaged country And 
Karzai administration should no indications of relinquishing any of 
their authority to Kabul. 
135. REDDY (B Murlidhar). Afghanistan Growing Contradictions. 
FrontlineASilS); 2001, Dec.,21; 129-130. 
Tiie war entered the eighth week the difference between 
Pakistan and the US on the operations and their goals became 
increasingly apparent The Afghan groups squabbled in Bonn for 
their share m the new arrangement in Kabul and the United states 
led military operations entered the eighth week, for Afghanistan 
there seemed to be no light at the end of the tunnel The post 
Taliban was greater instability within Afghanistan and in the re4gn 
when the fundamentalist and oppressive Taliban sense of insecant\ 
among all systems of Afghan society The conference was designed 
to prepare for the huge task of reconstructing Afghanistan 
/Kccordmg to a report Osama Bin Laden was in the market of a 
nuclear weapon surprise 
1^ 6. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , KARZAI HAMID, HAILED 
HIRSH (Michael) and JOHNSON(Scolb). Karzai's Difficult 
Days. Newsweek. 139(8); 2002, Feb.,25; 14. 
Hamid Karzai had no army virtually no tax revenues and 
very little read power Karzai felt a difficult time Karzai was hailed 
m Washington on the embluss of a new Afghanistan that ruined 
(109) 
land was still a place defined by see thing violence and old tribal 
enmities. The controversy raised fresh questions about Karzai's 
political skills. It also provoked new doubts about the Bush 
administratiive's approach to nation building which mainly 
involved small special forces teams on the ground and the implied 
threat of bombers over head. 
137. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , INTERIM GOVERNMENT 
CARYL (Christion). The ways of a war. News week. 139(6); 
2002, Feb., 11; 14-15. 
As factional fighting returned to Afghanistan at least one 
would be warlord was trying to bring peace by taking awa) 
weapons, not wielding them. Like most Afghans toting assault 
riiles and grenade launching the men loitering beneath the v/alls of 
the mud brick fort outside the northern town of Aliabad look like 
they were spoiling for a fight. Taking guns away from Afghans 
seemed one of the more hopeless and quixotic task in the effort to 
rebuild the ravaged country. The interim government led by Hamid 
Karzai was struggling to restore institutions shredded by war. The 
Karzai administration showed no indications of relinquishing an)' 
of their authority to Kabul. 
138. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , TOKYO CONFERENCE 
BARUAH (Amit). A revival package. Frontline. 19(3); 2002, 
Feb.,15; 54-55. 
The US billion aid promised by donar states at the Tokyo 
conference though inadequate would enable the war ravaged 
(110) 
Afghanistan to start the process of reconstruction united nations 
secretary general Kofi Annan estimated at $10 billion the cost of 
Afghanistan reconstruction in the coming keme. International 
conference on reconstruction assistance to Afghanistan, the Afghan 
Interim administration was promised the assembled nations. In the 
many meetings Karzai and his minister had on the sidelines of the 
conference the creation of an army a police force and an 
intelligence agency were said to have figured prominently. 
139. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , MARSHAL PLAN 
ZAKARIA (Fareed). Don't abandon Afghanistan again. 
Newsweek. 138(25); 2001, Dec, 17; 9-16. 
Having worried about the war in Afghanistan, the battle 
against Al-Qaeda the Arab reaction and the anthrax scare, had been 
found the next target. The countries could not be rebuilt, it would 
revert to civil war, a Marshal plan would be a colossal waste of 
money. But the administration were urguing Washington to quickly 
and quietly wash its hands of Afghanistan and move on the other 
hand Millions of Afghans had tied their country. Bin Laden and 
Mullah Omar believed that Afghanistan would be the first building 
block in an Islamic militant empire that would stretch, eventually 
across the planet. Bin Laden called his organizations Al-Qaeda the 
Base because he saw it as a headquarter's operation for a much 
wider and diffuse movement. Al-Qaeda efforted to develop 
biological organizations in Afghanistan appeared to have been 
more central. 
( I l l ) 
140. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , MICRO ECONOMIC PROJECT 
CHEKEBA (Hashmi). Afghan Woman Knowledge and Revolt. 
The Unesco Courier; 2001, Nov.; 4-9. 
The hallucinating pictures of the September events ended up 
convincing that evil was at work in Kabul A few months earliei 
other pictures had sparked indignation around the world Women 
tiapped in fabric dangerous, peering from behind naiiow bais 
Afghans in chadris, and from behind those bars inside those 
moving ghostly dangerous, fraul, angry voices spoke For afghan 
women were like Afghan men courageous bravery war on an 
ancestral virtue in Afghansitan true to their reputation of pride and 
dignity women living in areas under Taliban control set up 
underground schools, organized mutual assistance networks to 
defend themselves against ignorance hunger and terror but later oi 
there was an organization that war created to help Afghans living 
outside Talibans The gToup focused on education, training and 
micro economic projects 
141. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , NONGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANISATIONS. 
( ORK (Chris). Back to the Future. The world today. 58(4); 
2002, April; 9-10. 
Non-governmental organizations by defination and 
inclination, strike to be a political For them day to day life with the 
Taliban had been replaced by the realities of the Afghan Inteiim. 
administration, which was running the country until an altematue 
was found acceptable to Afghans and their benefactois the donai 
( 1 1 2 ) 
nations providing the billions of dollars for reconstruction aid to 
put the country back on its feet The Afghan interim administration 
writ did not extend for beyond Kabul and the country had settled 
back into the ethnic political and sectarian divisions that 
immediately preceded the Taliban 
142. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , POST TALIBAN, ADMINISTRATION 
AHMED RASHID. War and Talks. Frontline. 18(25); 2001, 
Dec.; 1; 22-24. 
Afghanistan came to a cross roads as a complex set of 
factors involving the domestic groups and the international playeis 
added new dimensions to the on going war with reconciliation talks 
having begun in Bonn, Germany, Afghanistan had come to a cioss 
loads as it struggled to force a post Taliban administration 
acceptable to its disparate armed factions and ethnic groups and the 
international community It would either take a determined crack at 
nation building with international help, or return to tribalism and 
warlordism The situation in Afghanistan provided on indications 
of some of the problems of a new administration would have to be 
tackled The Bone meeting was also expected to come up with a 
united Afghan response to the sensitive issue of larger contigent of 
foieign troops being sent to the country to help reopen airports and 
piovide logistics and protection for international aid deliveries All 
the Afghan gi-oups also wanted the UN to guarantee that theie 
would be no interference from Afghanistan neighbours 
(113) 
143. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , WOMEN, LOYA JIRGA 
GRIFFITH (Lara). Woman not Warlords. The World Today. 
58(5); 2002, May; 24-25. 
Women's exclusion was never more visible than under the 
Taliban whose defeat made it possible to do away with the vail 
Events in Afghanistan had a way of changing the world it had 
played unfortunate host to battles between opposing value system 
and powers And the political process and planning toi 
reconstruction went for enough to deliver real gains for women 
Afghan women were required equitable influence especially as 
they form an estimated sixty percent of the population But the 
international community remained make dominated and did not 
require its staff to undergo gender tiaining But on the other hand 
minister for women's affair sima sumar had asked to apply such 
conditions, and called for atleast a quarter of the Loya Jirga to be 
composed of women 
144. _ , _ , _ , _ , SCRAMBLE 
RO '^ (Arundhati). Terrorism is the Symptom, Not The Disease. 
Nation and the World. 10(243); 2001, Dec,16; 15-17. 
Dropping more bombs on Afghanistan would only shuffle 
the rubble Scramble some old graves and disturb the dead The 
desolate landscape of Afghanistan was the burial ground of soviet 
communism and the spring board of a unipolar world dominated b> 
America It made the space for neocapitalism and corporate 
globalisation, dominated by America Afghanistan was poised to 
become the graveyard for the unlikely soldiers but there had been 
(114) 
warnings about the possibility of biological war fare, small pox. 
bubonic plague anthrax, the deadly payload of inncuous, crop 
duster aircraft The September 11 attacks were a monstrous calling 
card from a world gone horribly wrong And Osama Bin Laden 
was called a inspirational figure in that disease type war 
145. _ , _ , _ , _ , TALIBAN, REGROUPING 
MCGIRK (Tim). In Hot Pursuit. Time. 159(131); 2002, April,8; 
44-45. 
Two fugitive Taliban fi"om Afghanistan enemies of 
Pakistani's ally the US some terrain and fortified checkpoints to 
get to Peshawar They said they were regrouping in small, heavily 
armed bands along the border and launching attacks on US forces 
in Afghanistan. The Taliban claimed responsibility for a number of 
attacks including one on March 19 in Khost in eastern Afghanistan 
The Bush administration originally declared operation Anaconda a 
victory after AI-Qaeda and Taliban forces were battered in the 
fighting at Shah-I-kot, near Khost and Al-Qaeda militants had 
taken shelter in several local safe houses 
146. , , , , ,role 
VED (Mahandra). The Long Haul. Mainstream. 39(44); 2001, 
Oct.;20; 4-5. 
The Taliban militia ruling in Kabul were unlikely to need the 
warning of US president George W. Bush giving them a second 
chance to surrender like the British and the Soviets who failed to 
break Afghanistan into submission in the past, the US too seemed 
to have failed to read the Afghan mind The Talibans were not 
(115) 
about to split in the face of week long bombings and loss oi' life 
and property whatever their internal contradiction, they were likeK 
to remain united against a common enemy The fear commandors 
who had reportedly changed sides had done so far local 
compulsions of money and position The military campaign could 
peel the Taliban structure and their defences cover a period, but a 
collapse did not appear to be around the corner 
147. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , WITHDRAWL 
WILBY (Peter). Legality and America's Prisoners. New 
Statement. 15(690); 2002, Jan.,21; 4-5. 
After more than 100 days with the Taliban government in 
Afghanistan overthrown , the US continued as relentlessly, and 
perhaps more heavily then ever many Afghan villagers, said that 
areas empty of A 1-Qaeda fighters were still being bombed and that 
the only victims were civilians Terrorism still posed a threat, it 
was hard to see how it could do so from the raveged terrain of 
Afghanistan American's continued bombing and its treatment of 
Its prisoners was further evidence that since 11 September It had 
dropped all pretensions to be a defender of human reighs and a 
source of moral authority and decided to relly on brute force to 
impose It will on the world 
148. _ , _ , _ , _ , VICTIMS 
SHARMA(Manoj). Victims of the Great War. Rashtriya 
Sahara. 9(7); 2001, Nov.; 28-31. 
The operation enduring freedom began with the Ameiican 
fighter jets taking off to the skies to pound the already banen and 
(116) 
batered lad of Afghanistan Afghanistan was furtlier destroyed b\ 
the VICIOUS civil war The Afghans of tyranny and pillage of the 
feuding warlords, the Taliban soon degenerated into an instrument 
of terror They dismissed women from jobs, made them prison and 
amputation That later war which had resulted from taliban's 
refusal to handover Osama Bin Laden American jets appeared m 
the Afghan skies with their deafening roar men, women and small 
children shiver in fear. This first war of the new millennium was 
stranue and ironical indeed. It was a war where bombs and biscuits 
were being dropped at the sametime 
149. _ , _ , _ , AIR-DROPPING, APPEAL 
SURI (Sanjay). War up a Blind Alley. Outlook. 61(44); 2001, 
Nov.,12; 45-46,52. 
The calls to patience were falling weak within Washinton 
wearily seeing day after day that war was not working Osama Bin 
Laden and his Al-Qaeda were still in place even in not in their old 
haunts. And the Taliban were ironically showing signs of growing 
in strength under attack. There was a losing of those hearts and 
minds that the air-dropping of biscuits and leaflets had hoped to 
win. Pentagon's appeal was a sign also that the US wanted to 
conduct that operation using technology rather than troops The US 
was finding itself in a situation where it had to rely solely on 
technological intelligence without getting anything creditable from 
the ground In the absence of such intelligence it would be difficult 
to succeed from the air and disastrous to try to succeed with ground 
forces 
(117) 
150. _ , _ , _ , AIRSTRIKES, TALIBAN, EVACUATION 
THOMAS (.lomy). Friends for a Cause: Foes for Another: 
1 hat is Northern Alliance. The week. 19(5); 2001, Nov.,25; 40. 
Northern Alliance which stormed Kabul on Noveinbei 13 till 
September 11 happened it was waging a losing war against the 
Taliban All that changed with the US air strikes as Taliban 
fionthne, which gave the Alliance enough space to race ahead and 
claim easy victories The alliance made up of religiously and 
ethnically disperate groups united only in their desire to regain 
power, had agreed not to capture Kabul Kabul had fallen, ousted 
president and alliance chief Prof Burhanuddin Rabbani had started 
talking of a comeback according to the officials the unexpected 
Taliban evacuation of Kabul made it necessary for the people to 
enter the city to maintain order 
151. _ , _ , _ , ARMED FORCES 
MURALI KRISHNAN. Leading Up Just in Case. Outlook. 
61(41); 2001, Oct.,22; 48. 
The preparation and procurement of the arms in Afghanistan 
with the Afghanistan crisis and enchanced threat perception the 
ministry of defence was taking no chance deciding to go in for a 
huge emergency procurement of arms and new generation weapons 
since the September 11 tertorist strikes in the US there had been 
serious concern among security planners that the sub continents 
stability could come under threat A series of meetings with senior 
MOD officials and member of the newly reconstituted defence 
procurement board had been held by security to assess the specific 
(118) 
needs of the services. The procurement system was hostage to 
many inordinate delays, and to side step this exception had to be 
made. 
152. _ , _ , _ , ATTACK, AFGHANISTAN 
YUSUFZAI (Rahimullah) and BEHROZ KHAN. Battle held 
America strike: That chilling asymmetry. Outlook.5l{4\y, 2001, 
Oct.,22; 30-32. 
The destruction of Afghanistan this was a war of bombs and 
biscuits of cruise missiles and destroying air strips and radars in 
disuse for years. This also told the well planned attack of America 
on all camps and hideouts of Bin Laden. The Taliban sources said 
that the first day air strike in Kandhar was primarily aimed at areas 
near the airport where family of Bin Laden and his Arab followers 
resided sometimes ago. Mullah Omar had servived the strike on 
argued that US attack on Afghanistan was unjustified, that the 
country had been bombed because it was the only true Islamic 
stale. 
153. _ , _ , _ , BIOTERROR 
KIDWAI (Anser). Onto bioterror. Nation and the World. 
10(240); 2001, Nov.,1; 14-15. 
The ongoing war on terror resolved round the two most 
dissimilar and unequal adversaries America and Taliban ruled 
Afghanistan. The one was the repository of the ultimate in modern 
warfare and the world's sole superpower, the other was an 
agglomerate of tribal groupings equipped with borrowed war junk 
paradoxically it was the involvement of a Saudi exiled Osama Bin 
(119) 
Laden which had brought Afghanistan into a other end, Amenca as 
the most world's most powerful democracy has the rule of law It 
was the woild's only supeipower militaiy and fmancidl, and had 
indeed emerged as the arbiter of national destinies The US laid 
dawn the rule of diplomatic and political conduct for the world at 
laige The Amenca sense of hurt at the tenorist attack on its 
mainland was well understood The attack on the World Tiade 
Centei and the Pentagon were acts of bravads not biaver) These 
all light thinking quarters 
154. _ , _ , _ , BOMBING CAMPAIGN, ENVIRONMENTAL 
CRISIS 
PEARCE(Fred). The Wasteland. New Scientist. 173(2324); 
2002, Jan./>; 4. 
Afghanistan would remain scarred by war long after the 
bombing stops A new catstrope faced Afghanistan The American 
bombing campaign was conspiring with years of civil conflict and 
drought to create an environmental crisis Humanitaiian and 
political concerns were dominating the headlines But they were 
also making the disappearance of the country's once rich habitat 
and wild life, which were quietly being crushed by war The UN 
was dispatching a team of investigation to the reign to evaluate the 
damage Much of south east Afghanistan was once lush forest 
watered by mansoon rains The hail of bombs falling on 
Afghanistan was making life particularly hard for the countr}'s 
wildlife Bombing would also leave its mark beyond the obvious 
cieation 
(120) 
155. __, _ , _ , CAMPS, ACHIEVEMENT 
AHMED RASHID. The trouble with Kabul. Frontline. 24(24); 
2001,Dec.,7; 130-131. 
The Taliban's retreat from Northern Afghanistan set the 
stage for new miUtary battles. But taking the capital also 
accelerates the challenge of finding a legitimate leadership. Facing 
at relentless United States, bombing campaign and an offensive by 
the united front. The taliban had calculated on carrying out a 
tactical retreat from northern Afghanistan. The falltactial retreat 
from Northern Afghanistan was the first significant achievement 
for the US military campaign after nearly six weeks of intense 
bombing of Afghanistan and would come as a relief for US 
Hundreds of Taliban fighters were reported to be deserting droping 
their weapons and either going home to their village or trying to 
cross the border into Pakistan. The mass decfections from the 
Taliban in the south would help US intelligence in finding Osama 
Bin Laden. 
156. _ , _ , _ , CLASH of CIVILIZATION 
ROy, (Indrajit). Clash of civilizations and (UN) making of the 
new world order. Mainstream 39 (47); 2001, Nov., 10; 11-14. 
The air borne strikes of September 11 had assaulted targets 
that had become synonymous with the financial and military 
prowess of the globe's sole superpower the United states of 
America wider dimensions were sought to be added b}' portraying 
the conflict as a clash between two civilizations : one "western, 
course. September 11 heralded Jihad against the USA and that 
(121) 
farther Jihad was a consequence of a war between a mostly 
Christian Pro. Israili west and the Islamic world to establish 
civilisational Supremary. And in Afghanistan, which the self-styled 
leader of the free world has allowed to pass into the hands of the 
most biogoted regime this decade. The US had few options in any 
case-considering its own role in the buttressing of this regime. 
157. _ , _ , _ , _ , TERRORIST NETWORK 
TOLSON (Jay). Understanding the fight. Span 62 (6); 2001, 
Nov.-Deo; 51-53. 
An enemy is a network of terrorist who might or might not 
have the support of one more nations. Terrorism alone said was a 
complicated challenge, defeating its experts said that it would 
require the same sustained commitment needed for fighting 
conventional war along with a shrewd appreciation of how it 
differed from a classic military operation. The passing of the cold 
war had brought on end to serious competition among nation-state, 
but it had also launched on era of growing competition among the 
world's majore civilizations where once ideologist had been the 
point of conflict, then religion ethnicity, and cultural values were. 
Too many Islamic specialists, even suggesting that the conflict of 
2001 was a clash between civilizations was handing victory to the 
terrorists. To Osama Bin Laden, who in 1998 declared that his 
stiuggle was a continuation of the struggle against infidel crusaders 
of the middle ages. 
(122) 
158. _ , _ , _ , _ , CONVENIENCE 
TARKUNDE - (V M).The Convenience of War. The Radical 
Humanist. 65 (10); 2002, Jan. ; 1. 
Ever since Septembei II wai seemed to have become a 
legitimate answer to terrorism, not with standing the fact that the 
two could not be equated for the simple leason that the fonnei was 
earned out by one country against another while in the latter was 
the act of a few individuals who might or might not belong to the 
same country There was one indisputable commanality between 
the two acts of aggression, viz, they have both caused loss of 
innocent lives One would have thought that as the world advanced 
in knowledge and wisdom, the incidence of war would come down 
to the extent that it would no longer be resorted to foi any reason 
what so ever obviously, that did not seem to be the case 
159. _ , _ , _ , D E C L A R A T I O N 
AHMAD RASHID The War starts Here. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 164 (38); 2001, Sept., 27; 14-18. 
As the United states ploted its military response to the 
Septembei it attack, it called on fnends and foes alike for support 
And United states free mobilized to attack Osama Bin Laden's 
ten oust network, in Afghanistan in the after math of the Septembei 
11 attacks in Newyork and Washington, the world enteied a new 
eia dominated by a global feai of ten oi ism and the deepening 
divide between the Muslim world and the west The total wai 
against Bin Laden and Afganistan's Taliban being planned in the 
white house But Bin Laden and the Taliban believed that the> 
(123) 
were about to draw the US into the trap that devoured the soviet 
union. But Bush said that America was at war with international 
terrorist, and those who made own on the united. The US had 
identified 19 Suspected hijackers as belonging to Bin Laden"s Al-
Qaeda organization, which was based in Afganistan. 
160. KAMDAR (Mira). All shook up. Seminar. 509;2001, Jan.; 27-
28. 
Most of the events shake the world one of them it was 
September 11. India immediately pledged its full support for the 
united states announced war on terrorism, America made the real 
politics decision that Pakistan, whether it wanted to or not, was 
going to be to unseal the Taliban and take out Bin Laden. India's 
reaction to the United States alliance with Pakistan was one of the 
world's worst riders and abettors of terrorism. Without fresh 
infusions of madrassa indoctrinated young Jihadi pouring out of 
Pakistan and into the Taliban frontline trenches without the support 
of the ISI and of elements in the highest reaches of Pakistan's 
government and military, the taliban would not had lasted one 
week in Afghanistan. 
161. PRUSTY (Amarkumar) and AJAZ (SM).Conibating-
International Terrorism. S. Chand's competition world. 11(6); 
2001, Nov.;8. 
The worst ever terrorist attack on the only super power, the 
USA on September 11, 2001 came a bolt from the World Trade 
Center were raged into the ashed by the striking Being American 
aircraft piloted by the terrorists. The terrorist aircraft which 
(124) 
slammed into the Pentagon The horrifying attacks resuUed in 
thousands dead any many more persons injured The attack was so 
dreadful that it was termed as the Pearl Harbour 1 I on Deceinbei 7, 
1941 After the investigation of FBI it was found that hijackers of 
West Asian descent were involved in the attack and their being 
linked with Osama Bin Laden. After this Mr Bush war declared 
the aim behind the war to remove the Taliban from power whilst 
getting rid of Osama Bm Laden 
162. DAS (Nilianjan). Battle Plan. India Today. 26(41); 2001, Oct.^; 
24-30. 
The declaration of war between America and Afghanistan 
president George Bush made Americans resolve clear in his 
declaration to the joint session of the US congress on September 
20. He announced the beginning of a war on terror and demanded 
that the taliban turn over Osama Bin Laden and terrorist of the Al-
Qaeda group In the impending war against Afghanistan the US 
was likely to seek the destruction of the taliban military forces the 
desmontling of the radical regime and the possible installation of a 
new multi ethnic political structure acceptable to the majority in 
Afghanistan 
163. TIM (Garden). Weapon of Mass Destruction. The World Today. 
57(10); 2001, Oct.; 4-6. 
On Tuesday September 11 two hijacked airlines were flown 
into the World Trade Center m NewYork A third crashed into the 
Pentagon and one more value down some miles away As the death 
toll leached several thousands, the world began to search for 
(125) 
answeis to what was quickh called the new centui> teiioiism 
piesident George Bush spoke of the fust war of the new centur\ 
The academic community had been warning of the new age of 
asymmetric warfare since the end of coldwar Critics of expensive 
high tech mihtary capability exemplified The crude bombs had 
been the terrorists weapon for more than a century and yet its 
effectiveness had increased as commercial and government 
infrastructure had became more complex But the assumption had 
been that terrorists would tailor their action to further political 
ambition 
164. SIDHU(WQ!8). Reading for war. India today. 26(40); 2001 Oct., 
25; 25-29 
The American coalition in the fight against Osama Bin 
Laden had quite a few options available before it but didn't quite 
know the are that would serve it best A week after the dastardly 
tenorist strikes tabloids in New York taking a cue from US 
president George W Bush quip about wanting Osama Bin Laden 
dead or by any mean The situation of attack was difficult for this 
most powerful country of the world Country was in a dilemma and 
vvai made vein all the things many journalists weie feaiing to give 
the answer that Afghanistan would attack again just like 11 
September 
(126) 
165. _ , _ , _ , DESTRUCTION. 
SAIVID HAMID. Black Tuesday Continues to spill darkness. 
Nation and the world. 10(24); 2001, Oct.,16; 5. 
The worst affected was of course, US whose president b\ 
one wave of liand. seemed to obliterate the concepts of independent 
thinking objectivity, neutrahty, freedom of choice, infact all that 
civilization stands for George Bush went on record that m the war 
on teirorism any one who was not with them was against them. 
Blinging himself completely to the cruel Irony of dropping bombs 
and food packets in the helplies Afghan The president made an 
explicit reference to America's generosity many countries for fear 
of the super power or of terrorism, seemed to have under duress, 
abdicated their independence The prevention of terrorism 
ordinance (POTO), 2001 which m the name secretary's views was 
the first all comprehensive legal salvo against all kinds of terrorism 
foi terrorists and all kinds of terror creating organizations 
166. _ , _ , _ , DISASTER 
MOLLIS (Rosemary). Sad and Sorry Picture. The World Today. 
57(10); 2001, Oct.; 6-8. 
There was to be a war against terrorists it had to start with 
hearts and minds The extremist will only be isolated if middle east 
moderate: believe they would be better off and more secuie by 
backing Bush's coalition it was a tall order that request on 
altogethei, different projection of Amencan powei wai had been 
declared against terrorism wai was procecuted in the middle fast 
and south Asia could either cement mainstream support for the task 
(127) 
or alienate still further as dready disaffected populace. People had 
barely grasped the enomiity of the hoiTor which brought down the 
World Trade Center in New York and all their trapped within it. 
167. _ , _ , _ , ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
BEGLEY (Sharon). The Toll on Our Psyche. Newsweek. 
(Extra. Ed.); 2001, 40-45. 
By striking at the icons of America military might and 
economic strength, the terrorists aimed to deeply shake the way the 
nation thought of itself It was surely no accident that terrorists 
struck at the symbols of America's military might and economic 
strength. Where the Pentagon stood intact and seemingly 
impregnable just seconds before where the Twin Tower of the 
World Trade Center once appeared to scrape the very sky as 
soaring emblems of American power, there lay rubble and ruin 
images forever frozen in time as the moment when America finally 
and perhaps forever, recognized that it was not invulnerable to 
honific attack by those who hate her. The target a teiTorisms was 
not the terrible number deaths and injuries but to disrupt the rest of 
the nation. 
168. _ , _ , _ , EXECUTION, ABDUL HAQ 
AHMAD RASH ID. A Difficult War. Far Eastern Economic 
Review. 164(44); 2001, Nov., 8; 14-18. 
The wai- had entered a new and complex chapter with the 
execution of a prominent opposition leader, an unyielding Taliban 
and a UN that wanted to solve problems its own way. In the vast 
global panorama of the united states led fight against tenorisms the 
(128) 
shaky alliances that weie holding the US military campaign m 
place, the bombing of Afghanistan the human suffering and anthrax 
scaled the capture and execution by the Taliban of commandei 
Abdul Haq was just a blip on the hoiizon Haq had gone mto 
Afghanistan on October 21 to try to mobilize pashtun tribesmen to 
rebel against the Taliban US led bombing campaign started on 7 
October American and British leaders were in a panic according to 
US officials in Washington that the Taliban might full quickly and 
there would be a vaccum in Kabul 
169. _ , _ , _ , HIJACKING AIRPLANES 
BRESLAV (Karen). Courage in the Air. Newsweek. (Special 
issue); 2001, Oct.; 31-32. 
Crash investigation said medline Amy Sweeney kept het 
composure almost to the very end As terrorist seized the controls 
of American Airline flight 11, the flight attendant phone a 
supervisor on the ground in Bosten to give the alarm It sounded at 
fust like an oidinary ransom hijacking albeil a particularly brutal 
one Sweeney, the mothei of two small children, calmly told 
michael wood word how a group of middle Eastern passengei as 
the Boston to Los Angles plane In the face of death, passengei 
weie to able to stay calm relay crucial information to family and 
investigator and bond together to save other innocent lives 
(129) 
170. _ , _ , _ , IMPACT, ECONOMIC, OIL MARKETS, SOFT-
-ENED 
MITCELL (John V). Fuel and Force. The world today 58(1); 
2002, Jan.; 5-6. 
Wars inevitably involved oil did not inevitably involved war. 
This proposition held for the war against terrorism which the US 
declared immediately after September II, the conflict between 
Isrealis and Palestians and the twenty year old war within 
Afghanistan. It was also true in the perpetual war of the poor 
against their condition in a world where the US was the most 
powerful nation. The terrorist attacks in the US did not target oil, an 
the Iraqi, invasion of Kuwait had done eleven yeais before like 
most terrorists, Ai-Qaeda attacked people and symbols. It could not 
control the reactions. The economic reaction to September I I 
softened the oil market. After September 11 oil prices rose above 
30 percent barrel for two days, the political capacity of oil 
exporting governments in the middle East was threatened by the 
war against terrorism. 
171 _ , _ , _ , _ , ITALY 
DOYLE(ClaxE). War polarizes Italy. New age weekly. 50(1); 
2002, Jan., 4/40; 11. 
Italy was the European countiy which had seen the biggest 
and most widespread protests against the US bombing of 
Afghanistan. It was also the only country that had seen its prime 
minister urging the population on to the sheets in prowar 
demonstration as well as deep radicalization going on in Italian 
(130) 
society After the attack of September 11 in the USA on the world 
Trade Centre and the Pentagon Itahan workers and young people 
were among the first to show they would not be intimidated by 
attempts to point an terrorists any one who opposed capital 
government after the attacks tens of thousands of students and left 
activities were on the streets of Italy's cities to say no to war 
172. _ , _ , _ , _ , MODERN SOCIETY 
FUKUYAMA (Francis). Their Target: The Modern World. 
Newsweak.^peciM Issu^ 2002, Jan.; 20-22. 
World politics It would seem shifted years abruptly after 
September 11 During the dot-com era, America was on a roll 
Communism the last big competitor to liberal democracy had 
collapsed just like fascism and morarchy before it the US economy 
was going genbusi«rs and democratic institutions seemed to be 
making headway in all parts of the world Technology was 
bringing the global village closer together in ways that made 
traditional nation states irrelevant the United States had gone to 
wai with the Taliban and Al-Qaeda in Afghansitan after suffering 
an unprecedently successful attack on its own territory Septembei 
1 I attack represented a desperate back lash against the modern 
world 
(131) 
I 7 . _ , _ , _ , _ , TRADE FACILITATION 
SATAPATHVrcjTrade Facilitation: A Singapore Issue 
knocking at WTO'S Door. Economic and Political 
weekly.31{\1); 2002, April,27; 1587-90. 
Trade facilitatin was a Singapore issue that had been knocking at 
WTO's door for quite sometime then It was an issue that had ver> 
wide ramifications and involved numerous stake holders its 
implications not being limited to any particular trade or industry 
Tiade facilitation on its own needs the attention of all stake holdeis 
irrespective of what stance we ultimately adopted at the Woild 
Tiade Center negotiations Therefore, in depth examination of the 
issue, which initiated urgently without waiting tell we approach the 
next ministerial at Maxico At Doha ministerial conference these 
were taken up at the instance of the developed countries and 
particularly the EC for inclusion in the ensuing negotiations 
174. , _ , _ , IMPLICATIONS, GLOBAL ECONOM^ . 
SEN (Sunanda). Consequences of the War for Global 
Economy. Economic and Political Weekly. 36(44); 2001, Nov.,3; 
4175-4176. 
Unlike the past history of world capitalism when war could 
be expected to boost demand and real economic giowth, the 
pievious scene was more complex Even of the most optimistic 
expectations of global expansion of demand weie fulfilled, 
government intervention on a much larger scale in the international 
maikets would be requiied to channel financial flows to the 
cieation of leal assets instead of speculative activities The 
(132) 
piospects could be much more dismal if demand failed to pickup 
The implications for the world economy would go far beyond the 
physical destruction in the US on September 11 and the on-going 
devastation in Afghanistan 
175. _ , _ , _ , INDIAN SUPPORT 
PURI(Balraj). India and the War Against Terrorism. 
Economic and Political Weekly. 36(40); 2001 Oct-iS; 3805-3806. 
India could play a vital role in the current international 
situation provided it had on intelligent assessment of the nature of 
what was being called the global was against terrorism, a realistic 
appraisal of its potentialities and as enlightened concept of its 
national interest This was not a war of physical force alone 
America would have been the last country to be vulnerable The 
big stockpile of nuclear weapons which was ultimate supplemented 
by the weapon of NMD, Indians spontaneous support to America 
was not of much use to that country in the sense of physical foice 
India's histonc role lary in preventing a clash between Islam and 
the west 
176. _ , _ , _ , INTERNATIONAL LAW 
GREEN WOOD(Christopher). International Law and the War 
Against Terrorism. International affairs. 78(2); 2002; 301-313. 
This article analysis some of the international legal issues 
arising out of the events of 11 September 2001 Those who 
peipetiated the attacks on the woild tiade centei and the Pentagon 
weie guilty of serious offences under united states law and possibly 
also undei international law The fact that their conduct was a 
(133) 
crime did not, however, preclude its also being a threat to 
international peace and on armed attack. The author argues that the 
United States and its allies were entitled to respond to that attack 
and the threat of future attacks by using force against Al-Qaeda and 
that, in the circumstances it was also legitimate to take militar> 
action against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan which had 
sheltered Al-Qaeda and permitted it to conduct operations from 
Afghan territory The article also examines the application of the 
laws of armed conflict to the ensuing fighting and the status and 
treatment of those captured and held at Guanlanamo Bay 
177. _ , _ , _ , ISLAM, CONFLICT, CIVILISATION 
S^ ED SHABUDDIN, Ed. U N. Must Act to Stop the Taliban 
vandals. Muslim India. 19(220); 2002, April; 146-147. 
The delebrate destruction of an iiTeplaceable portion of the 
priceless cultural heritage of mankind by the Taliban regime m 
Afghanistan is nothing short of cultural genocide and a crime 
against humanity The taliban, regime had by that monstrous act 
put Itself outside the pale of civilizations It had tried to justify its 
deed in the name of Islam The dastardly act of the Taliban in the 
west revives the memories of the defence of Europe at poitiers and 
at the gates of Vienna against Muslim armies, gave credence to the 
image of Islamic as the enemy and supports the theory of an 
inevitable civilizational conflict between Islam, as one hand and 
christainity supported by Hinduism and Buddhism, on the othei 
(134) 
178. _ , _ , _ , ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM 
VATIKIOTIS (Michael), Ed. After the Taliban. The Economist 
361(8242); 2001, Oct.,6; 17-18. 
After the destruction of the World Trade Center, the Taliban 
still ruled Afghanistan were not much longer. The united states was 
convinced that the fundamentalist movement which seized power 
in 1995-96 still harbours the mastermind of the terrorist attack 
world opinion had sanctioned actions that might result m the 
Talibans prospective demise, many interested parties sky on 
opportunity. Afghanistan had been at war since 1979. In many war 
under the Taliban, it became the hub of movement to purg Muslim 
lands of western influence through terror, and to impose Islam in 
its most rigid form. There was a chance to list threating Afghan 
patriotism. After that the Afghan most choose their own future. If 
the Afghans that what would be good for the world was good for 
then. 
179. _ , _ , _ , NORTHERN ALLIANCE 
QUINN-JUDGE (Paul). A Different Vantage. TimeA58{\5); 
2001,Oct.,15;25. 
The Tabliban liked to Portray itself as just resolute and pure. 
But accounted coming out of Kabul those days depicted it m a very 
different light as corrupt, abusive and, with expectations of a US 
attack mounting increasingly vindictive. Northern Alliance 
officials continue to pamt a rosy picture of a regime on the verge of 
collapse. There were some serious people in the Northern Alliance 
however, and their picture of the Taliban was more sobering. These 
(135) 
people intelligence officers, security officials and spies did not 
think the Taliban resistance in Kabul will collapse at the first US 
Salvo Northern Alliance intelligence officials said that the Taliban 
recovered it composure and returned to the task of defending the 
city. 
180. _ , _ , _ , _ , AIR STRIKES 
PATHAN (Don). Quiet Before the Storm. Far Eastern 
Economic Review. 164(43); 2001, Nov.,1; 26-27. 
Afghanistan opposition commanders * : of Kabul 
welcomed the shift in US air strikes to hit the Taliban frontline. But 
it was likely to be a tough fight once they got orders to advance 
because the taliban led forces had bilitered their near by positions. 
American aircraft for the first time pounded the taliban frontlines at 
Kohesafire and near by Bagram. But Abdullah foreign minister of 
the united states referred to Arab fighters loyal to suspected 
terrorist mastermind Osama Bin Laden and Islamic extremists from 
North Africa etc though the US bombings might have weakened 
the talibans logistics and crippled their air defence capability the air 
campaign against government and military installation 
inadvertently and ironically had increased the number of troops 
moving to the frontline. But the signs were that the united front 
already engaged in heavy fighting against the Taliban held towns 
of Mazar-jC-sharif and Taloqan in the north. 
(136) 
181. _ , _ , _ , _ , ASSASSINATION AHMAD MASOOD. 
PRASANNAN (R). Cannons of kunduz. The Week. 19(5); 2001, 
Nov.,25; 38-40. 
Vanishing from Kabul, Taliban might hold out in the 
Northern city. The mourning period for assassinated northern 
alliance leader Ahmed Masood was over. Rome had llnally been 
sounded for the Northern Alliance which swept into Kabul on 
November 13. Northern Alliance sent out a powerful signal to the 
warring tribes, that the taliban could be on the ruin. Indications 
were that the alliance would stay put in Kabul for the time being, 
military consolidating and politically bargaining. The most 
important logistic line vv'as the high road from Mazar-i-sharif to 
Kabul Alliance forces were entering Kabul taliban had fallen back 
from Mazar-i-sharif The only place v/here the taliban was likel}' to 
give battle, unless it surroundered was Kunduz. 
182. _ , _ , _ , _ , KABUL 
REDDY (Murlidhar B). The Northern players. Frontline. 
24(24); 2001, Dec.,7; 128-130. 
The Northern Alliance had regained control over Kabul and 
it was a coalition of disperate frees with a human rights record not 
substantially better than that of the Tabilan. And the new rulers of 
Kabul get a fresh lease of life thanked to September 11. the US was 
looking desperately for on Afghan face to decimate the Taliban 
militia. After September 11 Afghanistan was led b)' Masood the 
most powerful figure in the party. After that many question were 
raised about their legitimacy inside Afghanistan one of them thai 
(137) 
any country that gave assistance to the Afghan opposition must 
take responsibility for the method of help. 
183. _ , _ , _ , OSAMA BIN LADEN, ALQAEDA 
ELEGANT (SIMON). Eye of the Storm. Time 159(5); 2002, 
Feb 11; 12.17. ^ 
Disturbing revelations throw a spotlight on Malaysia as the 
regions key meeting place for Al-Qaeda affiliated terrorists and an 
exporter of Jihad ever since the September 11 attacks in the US 
speculation had been rampant about the extent of Al-Qaeda 
ambitions in southest Asia Al-Qaeda linked terrorists network the 
place Osama Bin laden proselylizers chose to recruit a core of loyal 
follower launched nev/ groups into neighbouring countries, and 
coordinate with south east Asia's existing Islamic radicals. The 
most notorious gathering of Al-Qaeda and operatives took place in 
Janurary 2000 and involved two hijackers who died in the suicide 
attack on the Pentagon. Al-Qaeda terror network was linked with 
not only extremist Islamic groups but a host of criminal syndicates. 
184. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , ACTIVITY 
SUDDARSHAN (V). Paleface, forked tongue. Outlook. 61(41); 
2001, Oct., 22; 64-66. 
The published evidence on which the US v/as pursuing its 
war on Osama Bin Laden and his associates would not stand up to 
legal scrutiny. This became obvious from the howls of disbelief of 
the british media when prime minister Tony Blair made public a 
document Responsibility for the terrorist atrocities in the united 
states 11 Sept. 2001. The document consisted of 70 paragraphs but 
(138) 
most of these Pertain to the Al-Qaeda and Bin laden's precious 
strikes and activities officials also point out that specific evidence 
of Bin Laden's guilt and that of Al-Qaeda associates had not been 
provided on the plea of protecting intelligence sources. 
185. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , DISRUPTED 
RATFNF.SAR (Romesh). What's become of Al-Qaeda?. Time. 
159(2); 2002, Jan.,21; 16-22. 
The US had killed hundreds of Bin Laden's fighters and 
wanted to send hundreds of Al-Qaeda operatives all expence paid, 
one way trip from Kandhar to sunny Guantenamo Bay, Cuba, The 
first group of 20 Al-Qaeda fighters clean shaven managed boarded 
a C-17 cargo plane at the Kandhar airport for their journey to Cuba. 
In Afghanistan pockets of Al-Qaeda soldiers v/ere brought to be 
holding out in the areas north of Mazar-i-sharif, and all the Al-
Qaeda leaders managed to get to other countries. But the military 
command continued to produce evidence that the campaign in 
Afghanistan had disrupted Al-Qaeda plans for future carnage. 
186. _ , _ , _ , _ , _ , STRIKES 
SACHDEVA (SK),E(/. War on Afghanistan. Competition 
Success. 38(5); 2001, Nov.; 15-17, 167. 
America' first war of the 21^' century began on October 7, 
2001 after a comparatively long period of eerie lull during which 
America and Britain mobilized their prices on land and sea and 
exhausted all means to get Osama Bin Laden the king pin of the 
terrorist blitzkriez on the US on September 11, 2001. surrender. 
Bush said that the US military had begun strikes against Al-Qaeda 
(139) 
terrorist training camps and military installations of the taliban 
regime in Afghanistan the taliban called the Anglo American attack 
on Afghanistan s a terrorist act and reiterated their determination 
not to hand over Osama Bin laden. There had been world wide 
protests against the war. After the attack of September 11 the 
people of America were very feard but government made them 
comfortable. 
187. _ , _ , _ , _ , EVIDENCE 
SATYAPAL. Afghanistan at War. Competition Refresher. 
19(12); 2001, Dec; 31-32. 
Afghanistan was in the eye of the storm, the landlocked 
country had been perpetually in conflict. The American attack was 
intended to see the Taliban out of power. Afghanistan attacked 
World Trade Organization after that the United states decided to go 
for the jungular but it was almost a month before the US launched 
retaliatory air strikes. And all attempts were done for being pointed 
at Osama Bin Laden it required sometime for the Federal Bureau of 
investigation to hunt out evidence and present in a format 
acceptable to the international community. Taliban were not going 
to hand over Osama so America started the offensive on 
Octobei.7.2001. the Northern Alliance had reached up to Mazar-i-
sharif But the Northern Alliance does not seem to cammand a 
majority in Afghanistan. 
(140) 
188. _ , _ , _ , _ , FUNDAMENTALISM 
KELLER (Adam). A War of Sharon's Making. New age 
Weekly. 39(52); 2002, Jan. 3; H. 
The Saudi bom militant, in hiding in Afghanistan from 
American forces, had tried to portray attack on US interests 
ranging from embassies in Africa to the world trade center as a 
fight for Islamic causes that include on end to Israel's occupation 
of Palestinian land. The Israeli prime minister, enjoying strong US 
backing had compared Palestian leader Yasser Arafat to Bin Laden 
and cloaked his current attacks on the Palestians in reprisal for a 
series of bloody suicide bombers in the language US president 
George W. Bush used to justify the war against terrorism in 
Afghanistan. Most Pakistani had not felt strongly enough about the 
Taliban and Bin Laden to take to the streets in opposition public 
opinion polls over the past time had shown deep suspicion about 
US policies in the Muslim world. 
189. _ , _ , _ , _ , JIHAD, VICTIM, INDIA 
SANGHVI (Vir). The US is ignoring India's war on terrorism. 
Time. 158(18); 2001, Nov.,5; 44. 
Delhi had faced a Jihad for years, but Washington could not 
careless when the war against terror began in the immediately of 
the world trade center attacks. India cheered and being a 
democracy it welcomed America to their fight. Delhi and 
Washington had moved be a war fought by the free world against 
all terrorists and the dictators. India also suffered because of Jihad, 
declared by terrorists because Osama had declared Jihad also 
(141) 
against India. A nation that was the victim of terrorism had the 
right to strike at the roots of that terrorism. America had spent a 
half century siippor dictators and tyrants all over the world Its 
reward had been global onto Americanism. 
190. _ , _ , _ , _ , STRONGMAN 
SPRINZAK(Ehud). The Lone Gunmen. Foreign Policy. 127; 
2001, Nov-Dec; 18-20. 
The September 11 terrorist attack on American soil US Sen 
Richard Shelby Vice Chairman of the Senate intelligence 
committee offered a widespread view when he blamed the tradegy 
on a massive intelligence failure by the united states. Many of the 
devastating acted of terror that took place in the 1990s were 
masterminded by innovative self anointed Bin Laden was linked by 
his insatiable urge to use catstrophic attack in order to write a new 
chapter in history "Greatman" theory of terrorism. But experts 
classified terrorism along organizational or ideological lines with 
revolutionary life wing The vast majority of tenorists beha\ed 
according to the logic portrayed in hundreds of academic studies 
Scholarly models and intelligence profits They were political 
conservative in their use of weapons, and low casually perpetrators 
They acted in groups most terrorists could be willing to use 
weapons of mass destruction. Thus the global war on terrorism 
faced a new brand of enemy like Osama Bin Laden 
(142) 
191. _ , _ , _ , POSSESSION, AIR RAIDS, MAZARE-I-SHARIF 
ZABRISKIE (Phil). Losing Streak. Time. 158(18); 2001, Nov.,5; 
40-41. 
Mullah Ustad Mohammad Atta seemed certain, murderously 
so, that Northern Alliance frees would take Mazar-i-shanf, a 
strategically crucial city in Northern Afghanistan that had been the 
site of numerous bloody incursions over the past decade. It didn't 
matter that the Taliban had more men and more weapons there, 
Atta insisted that it morale was low and dropping by the minute, 
and it was only a matter of time before defectors began spilling out 
US jets had since started bombing taliban positions and munitions 
in and around Mazar-i-Sharif Atta and Dostum were taking a 
beating outside Mazar-i-Sharif The Taliban meanwhile, seemed to 
have no difficulty replenishing munitions destroyed in the 
American air raids. Wliile Alliance leaders wait for promised US 
assistance, they were bickering among themselves about what to do 
next and growing nereasingly frustrated with alliance forces as one 
of mutual support 
192. _ , _ , _ , PROTESTS, RALLEY. 
VORA (Batuk). No War, No Terrorism is now a Global out 
Cry. Mainstream. 39(46); 2001, Nov.,3; 9-11. 
While the daily flashing of missiles and bombs on Afghan 
soil October 7, antiwar and antiracist activists going into action the 
world over had started drawing some attention, many of protestors 
liad rallied in Washington D C Son Francisco, etc In the first 
international answer (Act now to stop war and end Racism) 
(143) 
coalition even before the bombing began on September 29 The 
most vehement were the demonstration in Washington D C and 
many American cities on October 27, according to the American 
media sources The bombing in Afghanistan protests were held 
across Europe demanding an end to the war antiwar domentrators 
war a barbaric assault on defendess civilians 
193. _ , _ , _ , REINVENTED 
NAIM (Moises), Ed. Reinventing War. Foreign Policy. 2001, 
Nov.Oec; 31-41. 
A terrorist operating out of a tent in Afghanistan may do 
moie to spur change in the US armed forces than several decades 
worth of blue ribbon panels, commission, reports and initiatives on 
military reform For even if the Army, Navy, Air force and marines 
temain un suited to taking the lead in disrupting shadows terrorist 
networks, the sight of a passenger plane crashing into the Pentagon 
had one and for all replaced the vision of soviet tanks bursting 
thiough eastern Europe as the free world's nightmare number one 
It was the attack of Sept 11. the most serious attack on the united 
states One of the largest losses of human life in a single day in the 
histoiy of the country, so it is the matter around the wot Id that 
something needs to be done about the international terrorism That 
was a war to make focus with the friend countries in the world and 
there were a lot of thus in doing something about this that was 
piofound and strategic 
(144) 
194. _ , _ , _ , SAUDI-US CO-OPERATION 
RIYAZ PANJABI. Saudi US Co-Operation and War Against 
Terrorism. Journal of Peace Studies. 9(6); 2001, Nov-Dec; 3-9. 
Many American commentators had of late switched their 
attention to Saudi Arabia and were attempting to discern its 
hnkages with terrorism and terrorists Saudi Arabia strategic 
association with the US not with standing the kingdom was being 
incBasingly such as the soil providing the opportunities to the 
terrorists to thrive The analysts also said the growing popiilai 
descenchantment with the American troops presence had acted as a 
lover for both the conservative elements and the political 
opponents of the of the kingdom A supreme act of collective piety 
into the terrorists networks that mostly killed and main the 
Muslims all over the world and spreated the contagion of hoted 
and inter cultural dissension 
195. _ , _ , _ , SAUDI A SUPPORT 
CHERIAN (John). Afghanistan on Alliance in the Making. 
Frontline. 18(25); 2001, Dec.,21; 131-132. 
The NDA government which had extended unstinted support 
to the united states war against Afghanistan then attempted to foice 
closer military tied with the despite strong critism of the move both 
at home and abroad After the events of September 11, the united 
state had been busy identifying allies and marking out potential 
enemies America was threatening war against half of the world 
and India had decided to be part of the America led coalition the 
US did not aid of the Indian offer in the war in Afghanistan owing 
(145) 
to geographical exigencies it was considered that the US war 
against terrorism was its own war. 
196 _ , _ , _ , SCRAMBLE, ISLAMIC GROUPS 
SCHULZE (Kii-sten E). Militants and moderates. The World 
Today. 58(1); 2002, Jan.; 10-12. 
The war or an terrorism had produced a scramble to identify 
Islamist groups that might be associated with Osama Bin Laden 
and Al Qaeda or had similarly destructive arms. Most groups did 
not had such international agenda. Dealing with them intellectually 
was the lask for moderate Muslims. This must be accompanied by 
Muslim governments talking issues of internal reform. While 
western cold war policies in Afghanistan played a role in building 
up people like Osama Bin Laden, he remained to a large extent the 
product of the Saudi regime. Despite to military gains in the 
current war on terrorism the phenomenon of terrorism could not be 
defeated and certainly not in a military sense. Thus the 
international community and Muslim governments must take equal 
responsibility. 
197. _ , _ , _ , SUSTAINED 
MURPHY (Cait). Digging in for the long haul. Time. 158(14); 
2001,Oct.,8;49. 
For America that was not a Vietnam war scenario but a cold 
war redux. The prospect of war in the hills and valleys of 
Afghanistan was chilling throughout its history, the country had 
shown on impressive ability. Sometimes heroic, and sometimes 
dastardly to make life miserable for those who crossed its borders 
(146) 
in anger. The war against tenorism might be more pertinently seen 
as a new cold war because of several important parallels. The war 
against terrorism would not end with the head of Osama Bin Laden 
on a platter but with the recognition from even the most embittered 
that fomi of political statement was not worth the price. That could 
take easily decades, meaning that effort must be sustained even on 
govenunent rise and fall. 
198. _ , _ , _ , TALIBAN, WITHDRAWL, AFGHANISTAN 
REDDY (B Muralidhar). The Scramble for the Afghan Pic. 
Frontline. 24(24); 200i, Dec.,7; 125-127. 
With the Taliban making a surprise retreat and the 
conflicting geopolitical interests of various countries coming in the 
way of fonning a broad based alternative political arrangement in 
Kabul, Afghanistan appeared to be headed for an uncertain future. 
The first war of the 21" century had finally some thing to show by 
way of result, at least from the united states point of view. The 
Taliban was ousted not only from Kabul but also from all major 
provinces of Afghanistan. But US claimed success in its pursuit of 
Osama Bin Laden and his Al-Qaeda associated and the Taliban 
leadership that was accused of sheltering them. The fall of Kabul to 
the Northern Alliance was a major set back for Pakistanis. 
199. C H E R I A N (John). Neighbour's Game Plan. Fr<mtline.l4{24)\ 
2001, Dec, 7; 132-133. 
India was planned with the dramatic dovelopment in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan's consequent discomfuture' but the 
equation in Kabul showed of changing again. The speedy takeover 
(147) 
of important afghan cities like kabul' Jalalabad heart and mazer-i-
sharif by the Northern Alliance in the middle of November had 
dramatically changed the political situation in the reign. The 
northern alliance had strong links with the Indian government since 
the mid 1990's Washington and Islamabad had shown a reference 
for the return of former king Zahir shaw to head an ouster of the 
taliban India supported the claim of the Northern alliance that the 
afghan should be allowed to sort out their problems. 
200. ASLAM (Ejaz Ahmad),ED. Enduring war in Afghanistan. 
Rediance views weekly. 36(39);2001, Nov.,18-24;3. 
With the fall of Kabul only the first chapter of the long 
drawn out afghan tragedy has come to a close. The forces of us 
supported Northern Alliance, its leader know for their ruthless have 
been made the lords or rather the warlords, of Kabul and the 
Northern half of Afghanistan. The ruling taliban had silently 
withdrawl from Kabul and other cities and moved south to pashtun 
dominated areas. The us had started that aggressive war under the 
pretext of bringing to justice the perpetrators of September 11, 
attacks. A think air of uncertainly hanged over the war ravaged 
drought striken country. Only what appeared to be certain was 
interminably long conflict and resulting destruction. It was thought 
that the world community awake and extend a helping hand in 
stoping the enduring war. The UN had to assert itself, shed its 
image of being a handmade of the UD and play a constructive role 
to that to being the much needed peace and stability to that ruined 
country 
(148) 
201. _ , _ , _ , US-role 
KRISHNANSWAMI(Sridhar). The growing US role. Frontline, 
19(13);2002, July, 5;29. 
There was some relief in the United States that the Indian 
subcontinent was slowly setting down few people believed that the 
crisis was really over. The Pentagon came with it assessment of 
what would be the first impact of a nuclear showdown in south 
Asia at least 12 million casualties initially and a very large later. 
The US had the idea of going beyond the initial scaling down of 
all. The us was looking for something more than the initial scalling 
back of rhetoric and the first moves and counter moves by India 
and Pakistan. 
202 _ , _ , _ ,VISION 
ELLIOTT (Michael). Son of new world order. Time. 
158(15);Oct., 15;40-4L 
Bush had developed a thing for vision. The September 1990, 
a few weeks after Saddam Hussain invaded Kuwait, president H. 
W bush told congress that out of them troubled limes their, 
objective, a new world order. George w bush had his own version 
of the vision, though some might say it was even gauzier than dad. 
At the time of 1992 elections, the new world order had become 
more evidence of the hubris of a supermarket checkout. Us took 
military action against Afghanistan and perhaps other states in the 
Islamic world it was easy to see what might be help a shooting war, 
victims food aid support for refugees. 
(149) 
203. _,_,_,WORLD OPINION 
KARIM (N A). Crash of civilization.M<7//75^rer//«.39(42)2001, 
Oct.,6;7-8. 
After the September 11 black Tuesday's strikes of the 
terrorists on the world trade center in NevvYork and the defence 
headquarters of the US, the pentagon America was focusing the 
question of terrorism in a narrowly nationalist perspective with a 
sense of urgency that could not brook any deley in retaliation they 
were building up an ugly war using all available means and 
mobilizing v/orld opinion mostly by countries. Afghanistan which 
was printed as the breeding ground of terrorism and happened to 
bethe present abode of the much feared and hated Osama Bin 
Laden was the one country into which the us pumped money and 
weapons in large quantity to fight against soviet occupation of the 
country. This attack on American cities was a clever play. 
(150) 
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